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Abstract

The hadronic final state of deep inelastic 0 7  scattering events are studied and 

comparisons are made with predictions from the general purpose QCD-based Monte 

Carlo generators, HERWIG and PYTHIA, and from the two-photon event generator 

F2GEN. The data  was collected using the OPAL detector at LEP from 1994 to 1996 

with a to tal luminosity 109.48 pb”  ̂ and divided into three samples in term s of beam 

energy: 44.6 — 46.6 GeV, 80.5 GeV and 85.0 — 86.0 GeV. The complete data  sample 

covers the region of 1 .1  — 2 2 0 . 0  GeV^ with the energy and angle of the scattered 

electron or positron measured in one of three OPAL subdetectors with different polar 

angle ranges: the Silicon-Tungsten luminosity calorimeters (27-55 miUiradians), the 

Forward Detector calorimeters (60-120 miUiradians), or the main OPAL electromag

netic endcap calorimeters (200-550 miUiradians). Discrepancies in hadronic energy 

flow are highlighted using a classification of events in terms of je t multipUcities. A first 

estim ation of energy flow and jet multipUcity in events with the photon-gluon fusion 

subprocess is made using a development of the F2GEN event generator. Suggestions 

are made for improvements to the modeUing of the hadronic final state  in the HERWIG 

and PYTHIA generators.
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' * What* re are quantum mechanics?* *
People who repair quantums, I suppose.* *

Eric,

Terry Pratchett

'...while I am describing how Nature works, you won*t understand why 

Nature works that way. But you see, nobody understands that.**
QED, The strange theory of light,

Richard Feynman

''More light and light: more deurk and dark our woes!**
Act 3, Scene V, Romeo and Juliet,

William Shakespeare

' 'Newton believed light behaved ... as if it were a stream of tiny 
particles. Huygens eurgued that ... light behaved as if it were a 
wave... Modern quantum mecheuiics combines both ideas... There is 
something mysterious and stirring in this marriage of opposites.**

Cosmos,

Carl Sagan
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The photon is considered to be a fundamental particle in current theories of 

elem entary particle physics and is a central part of the Standard Model. In Quantum 

Electrodynamics (QED), the photon is the carrier of the electromagnetic force between 

two charges. No experimental evidence exists to suggest th a t the photon is a composite 

of more elementary particles. In quantum  theory, however, a photon can fluctuate 

briefly into a charged particle-antiparticle pair and, while it is in one of these virtual 

states, it can be said to have “structure” [1]. By convention, this structure is called 

“leptonic” when the virtual state is a lepton-antilepton pair and “hadronic” when the 

virtual state  is a quark-antiquark pair. Deep inelastic electron-photon (6 7 ) scattering 

events are used to study photon structure at e+e" colliders such as LEP. A lepton from 

one beam scatters off a nearly-real photon em itted by a lepton in the other beam. 

Analyses [2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ] of the hadronic photon structure function, are subject to 

large system atic errors due to the poor descriptions of the hadronic flnal state  by the 

Monte Carlo models used.

This thesis uses LEP data to study the deficiencies of the models in the 

QCD-based Monte Carlo generators HERWIG [7, 8 ] and PYTHIA [7, 9] for describing 

the hadronic final state in deep inelastic 6 7  scattering events. D ata samples over 

the range ~  1 — 220 GeV^ are compared with Monte Carlo samples from the 

HERWIG, PYTHIA and F2GEN [10] generators. Emphasis is placed upon comparisons 

of hadronic final state variables such as energy flow and cone je t multiplicity where 

discrepancies between data and Monte Carlo distributions are marked. I have written



an algorithm for a simple model of the photon-gluon subprocess into the F2GEN 

generator and the samples generated using this algorithm are compared for the first 

tim e with the data  and other Monte Carlo samples to aid the interpretation of the 

hm itations of the HERWIG and PYTHIA generators.

The data samples are subsets of the data collected in 1994, 1995 and 1996 

using the OPAL (O m ni-Purpose A pparatus for LEP) detector [11] at the LEP (Large 

E lectron-Positron) collider [12] at CERN (C entre European de la Recherche Nucléaire) 

near Geneva, Switzerland. The to ta l e+e" integrated luminosity over this period of time 

is 109.48 pb~^.

In this chapter, a simple introduction to photon structure is given along with 

results from analyses of the structure function of the photon, F^ix^Q^).  This picture 

of photon structure is expanded upon in Chapter 2  along with a description of the 

HERWIG, PYTHIA, F2GEN and VERMASEREN event generation algorithms. De

tails of the OPAL detector are given 3. The selection criteria of the data  and Monte 

Carlo samples are described in Chapter 4 along with the trigger efficiencies and the 

estimation of the background in each of the data samples. A comparison of data and 

Monte Carlo distributions for selected global event quantities are made in Chapter 5. 

In Chapter 6 , comparisons of hadronic energy flow and transverse energy distributions 

are made with particular reference to the regions where the Monte Carlo distributions 

disagree with the data  distributions. The cone je t algorithm [13, 14] is used to iden

tify subsets of events sensitive to these disagreements as an extension of work I have 

contributed to OPAL publications [15, 16] and interpretation of the possible origins 

of these discrepancies is given. Comparisons of the photon-gluon fusion samples are 

shown in Chapter 7 and are used as additional evidence for proposed improvements 

to the final state models used in the HERWIG and PYTHIA generators. A discussion 

and summary of the findings of this thesis is given in Chapter 8 .

1.1 W hat is P h oton  Structure

The photon is a fundamental particle. So how can it be said to have struc

ture? In classical mechanics, the photon is described by the linear Maxwell equations. 

However, this picture of the photon makes no allowance for quantum  effects where it



1.2. Two—Photon Interactions at an e+e Collider 3

is possible for the photon to fluctuate into a charged particle pair with mass rripair for 

a period of tim e, A t, given by the uncertainty principle [2]:

It is assumed th a t the energy of the photon, is such tha t and tha t

h = c = 1. Eqn. 1.1 shows tha t the amount of time th a t a photon can be described 

as such a virtual state increases with the E^. The charged particle pair could be of 

light mass, such as a quark-antiquark {qq) pair or a charged lepton-antilepton pair 

or could be heavy such as a W '^W ~  pair. In all cases, there will be further 

complications of the structure due to higher order effects involving emission of extra 

photons and /or gluons

Fluctuations into a qq pair can be divided into low and high virtuality states 

using a cut-off param eter, p<,, for the transverse momentum of the qq  pair relative to the 

photon momentum direction. Below po, the qq  pair is described by non-perturbative 

QCD models such as the Vector Meson Dominance (VMD) model. This approximates 

the qq  pair using a sum over low-mass vector meson states, |V). Above po, the qq pair 

is described by a \qq) virtual state calculated using perturbative QCD. The cut-off po 

is interpreted as the lowest allowable transverse momentum for the \qq) state. The 

wave-function of the photon, I7 ), can be considered for low-mass states as a sum [17]:

\l)  = Cbarellbare) Cv\V) Cg\qq) \ t l ~ )  (1.2)
V=po,u,4>,.. 9 I

where l-jbare) represents the bare photon state and represents lepton-antilepton

virtual states.

1.2 T w o—P h oton  Interactions at an e'̂ 'e C ollider

Two-photon interactions occur when one photon couples to one of the charged 

particles of the virtual state of another photon. At an e+e" collider, this interaction 

takes place when the two photons are em itted by one electron (positron^ ) from each of 

the beams.

 ̂Electron is used throughout the rest of the text to denote either an electron or positron in the 
beam or that is scattered out of the beam. This is done to avoid unnecessary duplication.
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Figure 1.1: The kinematics of the multi-peripheral two-photon process at an e+e“ 

collider where hadrons are produced in the final state. In the m ulti-peripheral process, 

a photon is emitted by a lepton in each of the beams and these photons interact to 

produce final state hadrons.
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The flux for the photon emission by a beam electron is given approximately by [18]:

=  (1.3)

where z is the fraction of the electron beam energy, jÊ b, carried by the photon, E[ is 

the energy of the scattered electron, aem is the electromagnetic coupling constant, and 

is defined as the negative square of the photon four-momentum:

Q2 =  _ ç 2 _  2E^E[{1 -  cos ^i) (1.4)

The electron mass is neglected in deriving the right-hand side of Eqn. 1.4. The flux 

factor. Ft, peaks at small and small z.

1.2.1 T w o-P h oton  Interactions with a Hadronic Final State

Currently, the best way to study the hadronic structure of the photon at e+e" 

colliders is to use two-photon events such as tha t of the m ulti-peripheral process shown 

schematically in Fig. 1 .1 . A photon of high virtuality is used to probe the hadronic 

structure of a quasi-real photon. The probe photon couples directly to a quark within 

the target quasi-real photon giving rise to a hadronic final state. It is customary to

label the four-m om enta of the photons as q and p for the virtual and quasi-real photons 

respectively. The highly virtual photon is often denoted as 7 * to distinguish it from the 

quasi-real photon, 7 . The invariant kinematic variables for the tw o-photon interaction 

in Fig. 1.1 are:

Q^ + P^ + W ^

y = —  (1-6)
P‘Pi

where W  is the invariant mass of the two-photon system and is defined similarly 

to for the quasi-real photon:

=  - p \  (1.7)
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1.2.2 Experim ental Kinematical Variables and Deep Inelastic 

Scattering

A tw o-photon interaction can be regarded as a deep inelastic 0 7  scattering 

process for ^  4 GeV^ and «  0 GeV^. This process is measured experimen

tally by observing the hadronic final state particles and the electron scattered into the 

detector after emitting the probe photon. An “antitag” condition th a t the other scat

tered electron is not detected ensures tha t the target photon is quasi-real (P^ % 0 ). 

The detected electron is called the “tag” and the for the event is calculated by 

substituting the measured values for E[ = Ptag and 61 = ^tag into Eqn. 1.4.

For P^ % 0, the invariant variables x  and y become

,  .  (1.9)

The variable x  is called “Bjorken æ” and can be interpreted as the fraction of the 

four-m om entum  of the quasi-real photon carried by the struck quark. The quasi-real 

photon has low transverse momentum compared to its longitudinal momentum due to 

its low virtuality  and hence is approximately coUinear with the beam.

1.2.3 The Total Differential Two—Photon C ross-Section and

F ^ { x , Q ^ )

A photon em itted from a electron beam can be in one of two polarisations: 

longitudinal (L) or transverse (T). This means th a t there are four contributions (o"TT, 

(TLT, (TTL and c tll) to the to tal 7 7  differential cross-section for unpolarised e+e" beams, 

as well as two interference terms (t>tt and t^ l )  [19]:

=  Z^TT j  ^ T T  +  ^ l^ L T  +  C 2 ^T L  +  ^1^2^LL +  2 ^ 1 ^ 2 T T T  COS 2(j) (1.10)

+ 2 \ / e i ( l  - f  E i ) ^ € 2 ( l  +  C 2 ) '^ L  COS
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where is the angle between the scattered lepton planes in the two-photon centre-of- 

mass frame and

The luminosity function £ t t  and 61 ,62  are calculable using QED. The interference terms 

TTL and TpT disappear in the integration over (f>. By considering only deep inelastic 6 7  

scattering, then the cross-sections <ttl and (Tll disappear since the target photon is 

considered real (P^ =  0 ).

The to tal diiferential cross-section is more usually w ritten in term s of struc

ture functions of the photon. The cross-sections <ttt and <tlt are used to define the 

longitudinal and transverse structure functions:

“Æè"" I'")

These are sometimes expressed in term s of the structure functions and F^:

F;'(x ,Q^)  = F i(x ,Q ^ )  (1.14)

F ^(x ,Q ^)  =  2xF ^ix ,Q ^)  +  F ^(x ,Q ^)  (1.15)

so th a t the differential cross-section can be written as:

[ ( 1  -  p ) f ? ( r ,  Q^) +  Q ')] (1.16)

This can be further simplified by considering some of the characteristics of deep inelastic 

6 7  scattering events. From Eqn. 1.3, it can be seen tha t such events are heavily peaked 

towards high Etag and low t̂ag* This, together with Eqn. 1.9, means th a t y is small 

and hence (1 — y). Additionally, from Eqn.’s 1.14 and 1.15, >  Pi so tha t

Eqn. 1.16 reduces to:

[ ( 1  -  ^ ) f ? ( z ,  g :) ]  (1.17)

This equation applies to events where the two photons interact to produce hadrons 

or to produce a lepton pair (Z"*”/" ). Measurements of the leptonic photon structure 

function, [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] agree well with QED predictions. This

analysis is a study of two-photon events which have hadronic final states only.
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1.3 In terest in  D eep  Inelastic e j  Scattering

The analysis of hadronic two-photon events is motivated because it gives:

•  tests of perturbative QCD and phenomenological models;

•  comparisons with proton structure;

•  background studies to other processes at LEP.

Deep inelastic 0 7  scattering events test both non-perturbative and perturbative models 

of the strong interaction. For < 1 GeV^, phenomenological models are needed to 

describe the photon structure as two photons interact as if they were hadrons. At scales 

> 6 GeV^, photon structure functions are best described by perturbative QCD 

models, whilst the transition region, =  1 — 5 GeV^, between these two extremes is 

poorly understood.

1.3.1 High

An im portant test of QCD is the effect on the structure function, Q^),

due to the behaviour of strong coupling constant, a , ,  with the scale Q^. For an a ,  

independent of tends to an asymptotic value with increasing [28].

For a running coupling constant, a , = a ,(Q ^), is expected to rise linearly

with log Measurements of at high should give an indication as to

whether an asymptotic limit to F7 (a;,Ç^) is reached.

The upper limit in at LEP2 is expected to be extended up to scales of 

% 500 GeV^ to make measurements into the kinematical areas where the proton 

structure function, , begins to rise for low x  (see Fig. 1.2 [29]). This rise was first 

reported [30] by the ZEUS and H I experimental collaborations at the HERA ep collider 

over a wide range of values.

1.3.2 Low X

One of the current areas of interest is the low x  behaviour of This is 

motivated by theoretical models and experimental results. Theoretically, both the 

DGLAP equations [31] for parton density functions with evolution and the BFKL
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equation [32] for with I j x  evolution predict an increase in with

decreasing x below 0.1. This corresponds to a large rise in the gluon content of the 

photon at low x.  Experimentally, interest has been further heightened by the obser

vation of such a low X rise in the structure function of the proton, A low x  rise 

in the photon structure function F2 has not yet been observed. The measurements at 

LEFT are ham pered by not being able to extend down as low in x  and as high in 

as at HERA. The low x  limit is not expected to be improved upon at LEP2 due to 

higher values measured in each tagging detector than  at LEFT.
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Figure 1.2: Diagrams showing the rise in the proton structure function
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1.4 Background Studies at LEP

An im portant issue for experimentalists who are performing analyses in other 

areas at LEP is to be able to accurately calculate the background from two-photon 

interactions in their data  samples. This is particularly acute for searches for new 

particles such as the Higgs boson and supersymmetric particles. I have generated 

samples of events using the F2GEN generator for background processes at both LEFT 

and LEP2.

The cross-sections for hadronic and muonic two-photon processes are shown 

as a function of e+e" centre-of-mass energy in Fig. 1.3. At L E P l, the hadron produc

tion via e+eT annihilation shows a sharp peak at the Z° mass and dominates over the 

hadronic two-photon cross-sections. For LEP2, the hadronic two-photon cross-section 

is at least three orders of magnitude larger than  those for hadron production, pair 

production and W  pair production. It is worth noting th a t both of the tw o-photon 

cross-sections are dominated by events where neither photon is tagged in the detector,

i.e. untagged events. The cross-section for singly-tagged analyses is about two orders 

of magnitude smaller than tha t for untagged analyses. However, this still means tha t 

singly-tagged events form a significant background when compared with the other pro

cesses shown in Fig. 1.3 and so it is extremely im portant to be able to model these 

processes well.

1.5 E xperim ental M easurem ents o f

M easurements of the hadronic structure function of the photon, Q^),

have been made by several experimental collaborations at e+e" colliders. These are 

listed in Table 1.1 with corresponding and x ranges.

Fig. 1.4 [27] shows the results for Q^) from the LEP experiments. These 

measurements are made by analysing events where only one of the scattered beam 

electrons is detected so th a t x  has to be determined from the hadronic final state. The 

measured invariant mass, Wvis, of the detected (or “visible” ) hadronic final state is 

used to make an estim ate ajyis for the true x  distribution for the event samples.
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This reliance on the final state has forced experimentalists to use unfolding 

methods [33, 34] to  correct for detector inefficiency. Unfolding methods rely in turn  

upon estimations of the detector efficiency for measuring hadrons by using Monte Carlo 

simulations of two-photon events. As a result, this can cause large systematic errors in 

the distributions for where the Monte Carlo generators model the hadronic

final state poorly. These errors on F2 are particularly large for the two most interesting 

regions: high (Fig. 1.5) and low x (Fig. 1.6) [35]. The large systematic and statistical 

errors make it difficult to perform any precision tests on the evolution of the structure 

function into the high region, whilst in the low x region, they reduce greatly any 

sensitivity to a low x  rise.

Clearly, the modelling of the hadronic final state  must be improved for a 

reduction in the size of the systematic errors. In Chapters 6  and 7, comparisons of the 

energy flow in the hadronic final state are made and changes to the modelling in the 

HERWIG and PYTHIA Monte Carlo programs are proposed to aid the reduction of 

these systematic errors.
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Collider CoU. (Q:)(GeV^) X range 
(No. of bins)

Reference

PETRA PLUTO 2.4 0.016-0.700 (3) [36]
4.3 0.03-0.80 (3) [36]
9.2 0.06-0.90 (3) [36]
5.3 0.035-0.840 (6 ) [36]
45.0 0.1-0.9 (4) [37]

TASSO 23.0 0.02-0.98 (5) [38]
JADE 24.0 0.10-0.90 (4) [39]

1 0 0 . 0 0.1-0.9 (3) [39]
PE P T P C / 2 7 0.7 0.014-0.105 (4) [40]

1.3 0.025-0.146 (4) [40]
5.1 0.02-0.74 (3) [40]
2 0 . 0 0.196-0.963 (3) [41]

TRISTAN AMY 73.0 0.2-0.9 (3) [42]
160.0 0.2-0.9 (3) [42]
390.0 0.2-0.9 (2) [42]
73.0 0.3-0.8 (3) [43]
390.0 0.3-0.8 (2) [43]

TOPAZ 5.1 0 .0 1 - 0 . 2 0  (2 ) [44]
16.0 0.20-0.78 (3) [44]
80.0 0.06-0.98 (3) [44]

VENUS 40.0 0.09-0.81 (4) [45]
90.0 0.19-0.91 (4) [45]

LEP OPAL 1 .8 6 0.0025-0.10 (4) [4]
3.76 0.0063-0.10 (4) [4]
5.9 0.001-0.649 (3) [2 , 46, 47]
14.7 0.006-0.836 (4) [2, 46, 47]
7.5 0.001-0.649 (3) [3]
14.7 0.006-0.836 (4) [3]
135.0 0.1-0.8 (3) [3]
9.0 0.02-0.60 (3) [5]
14.5 0.02-0.60 (3) [5]
30.0 0.05-0.80 (4) [5]
59.0 0.05-0.08 (4) [5]
1 1 .0 0.02-0.06 (3) [5]
41.0 0.05-0.80 (4) [5]

ALEPH 8.9 0.002-0.729 (4) [6 ]
19.1 0.005-0.900 (4) [6 ]
279.0 0.3-0.8 (4) [27]

DELPHI 1 2 .0 0.001-0.847 (4) [48]
1 2 .0 0.001-0.350 (3) [48]
6.3 0.3-0.8 (4) [49]
13.0 0.3-0.8 (4) [49]
2 2 . 0 0.3-0.8 (3) [49]

Table 1 .1 : Experimental measurements of hadronic F^.
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Chapter 2

Theory

The core of this thesis is comparing measured hadronic final state  distribu

tions with those predicted by the QCD-based Monte Carlo generators HERWIG and 

PYTHIA. The theory presented in this chapter attem pts to  explain the models used 

to describe the photonic structure in the language of QCD and deals with the regions 

of phase space where non-perturbative and perturbative models are needed.

2.1 P arton  D istributions o f  th e  P h o to n

The photon can be considered sometimes to consist of partons (the set of all 

virtual fermions and gauge bosons produced by quantum  fluctuations). It is natural 

to think of the structure function, describing the cross-section (see sec

tion 1.2.3) for deep inelastic e j  scattering, as a sum of parton density distributions, 

qi(x jQ^)  and ÿ { x , Q ^ )  within the probed photon. To Leading O rder (LO):

F^(x ,Q^)  = x ^ e j [ q U x , Q ^ )  + q7(^ ,Q ^)]+F; j„{x ,Q ^)  (2 .1 )
t=l

=  2 x ^ e ^ [ q y { x ,Q ^ ) ] + F ^ _ ^ { x ,Q ^ )  (2 .2 )
t=l

where Uf is the number of active light quark flavours (u, d, 5), €{ is the parton charge, 

9?(®j Q^) = Q^) is assumed to hold and Q^) is the calculated contribution

of heavy quark flavours [50]. In most parameterisations for F2 , bottom  and top flavour
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contributions to  are small at the presently achievable scales so th a t only the charm

2,hecontribution to is calculated.

At N ext-to-L eading  Order (NLO), there are additional contributions from 

gluons and the bare photon:

F?{x ,Q^)  =  i 2 x e ^ [ q 7 ( x , Q ^ )  + ^ { C , ® q 7 ( x , Q ^ )  + C,®g-<(x,Q^))  (2.3)
<=i 2 ir

2t

where g'^{x^ Q^) is the gluon density distribution in the photon, Cq, Cg are (factorisation 

scheme—dependent) hadronic NLO coefficient functions of x  for the quark and the gluon 

densities respectively, and is a term  for the ‘direct’ contribution of the bare photon.

For the M S  factorisation scheme, — 6(7  ̂ [51], whilst for the DIS.y scheme [52],

Cj = 0. The symbol (g) represents the Mellin convolution of two functions, e.g. a[x)
and b(x):

a(x)(gib(x)= f  -a(-\b{y) (2.4)
y \y /

Theoretical parameterisations of F2 (see section 2.6) are calculated using the 

singlet and non-singlet representations, q%(z,Q^) and respectively, of the

parton densities:

= 2 ^ ÿ ( z , Q ^ )  (2.5)
t=i

(2.6)
t=l

where

2.2 C om ponents o f i^(a;, Q"̂ )

It is desirable to be able to calculate the parton distributions of the photon 

from first principles. However, it is only in the asymptotic limit of 0 0  th a t it is

possible to probe structure at distances much smaller than  the confinement distance 

of ~  1 fm, and hence use perturbative QCD calculations only. At low the target
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photon behaves as if it were a hadron [53] and a phenomenological treatm ent of its 

structure is needed. In deep inelastic 6 7  scattering, it is conventional for calculations 

of the structure function, to be made by separation of into a

“hadronic” component & “pointlike” component

F?{x ,Q^) = F ; ^  + F̂ _ ,̂. (2 .8 )

The hadronic component corresponds to considering the target photon as a hadron 

and calculations assume the hadronic photon can be described using the V ector Meson 

Dominance model. For the pointlike component, the scattering can be calculated using 

QCD corrections to the Quark P arton  M odel (QPM ).

2.3 V ector M eson  D om inance (V M D ) and

In the Vector Meson Dominance model, the photon is pictured as fluctuating 

into a vector meson with the same quantum  numbers as the photon and hence VMD 

is often used to  describe Since the quantum  numbers of the meson, V ,  and the

photon are the required to be the same, photon couplings to the w, <j) and J / ^  

vector mesons form the basis of the VMD model for -Fĵ had*

-̂ iZhad =  -^VMD =  E

where F2 is the structure function for the meson V  and the values of from

data [53] are 2.20 for 23.6 for w, 18.4 for (j) and 11.5 for J / ÿ .  None of the vector 

meson structure functions F2 have been measured experimentally but are estim ated 

using the measurements of the pion structure function [54].

There are several parameterisations of the VMD model. The simplest formula 

derived from the pion structure function data is [1, 19, 28]:

^VMD — 0 *2 û:em(l ~  (2 .1 0 )

A second approach used in [55] is to construct the parton distributions of the

photon, p  =  <f(= or using the pionic parton distributions [56],

(2.11)
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where ~  0.3GeV^ is a low scale at which the vector meson input information applies 

and where 1 <  « <  2  is a param eter related to ambiguities from the inclusion of the 

mesons into the VMD model.

A third approach is to use the low data fit for from the T P C / 2 7

experiment [40]:

Q ' =  0.7 GeV=“) =  a ^ A x ‘ {l -  +  B ( 1  -  x f  (2 .1 2 )

where A  = 0.22, B  = 0.06, a =  0.31 and h = 2.5. The limitations of this approach 

were discussed by Schuler and Sjostrand in [57]. They pointed out th a t the analysis 

was conducted with a small number of data points in a limited x  range. They offer an 

alternative approach where the non-perturbative VMD parton distribution functions 

are obtained using all available data for Q^)-

2.4 Quark P arton  M odel (Q P M )

The Quark Parton Model is a simple model, predating QCD, for describing 

the structure of hadrons with the assumption tha t the pointlike quark constituents are 

free particles. This assumption does not account for gluon interactions between the 

quark constituents and so QCD corrections are needed.

W ithout QCD corrections and for light quarks <C 1), the QPM struc

ture function for the photon, is given by [58]:

^2!qpm(®7 ^  e^x
^  i=i

m^{l — 2 x 2 x ^ )  2 >
(m? — P ^ x ( l  — æ))

— 2 ( 1  — 3® — 3aj )

In the case of deep inelastic e j  scattering of an electron off a real photon, 

= 0, Eqn. 2.13 simpHfies to:

=  F2Qpj^(x,Q^^m^) (2.14)

( 1  4 - 2 z +  2 z ^ ) lo g f^  ^ 2  +  8 % (1  — x) — l
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In both Eqn.’s 2.13 and 2.14, there is a log dependence such th a t Bjorken x  scaling 

is broken.

The picture tha t QPM gives is clearly incomplete. Eqn. 2.14 does not include 

QCD effects, the gluon content of the photon, and contributions from heavy flavour 

quarks, principally charm quarks at the energies and scales of current experimental 

measurements.

2.5 Q C D  and H eavy Flavour Effects

2.5.1 The Gluon Content o f the Photon g'<{x,Q^)

In QCD, the strong interactions between quarks and antiquarks are mediated 

by gluon exchange. A gluon em itted by a quark (or antiquark) can be absorbed again 

by the quarks (antiquarks) within the photon structure, or can split into either a quark- 

antiquark pair or into two gluons. The gluon distribution is concentrated at

lower X than  the quark distributions q7(®>0^) (see Fig. 2.1), since an em itted gluon 

has a lower fraction of the photon’s momentum than  the em itting quark (antiquark).

2.5.2 The DG LAP Evolution Equations

There are several ways of incorporating gluons into predictions of q7(^, Q^) 

and F ^ (z , Q^). One method is the operator product expansion and renormalisation 

group equations (OPERGE) [51, 59], and another is to use Feynman diagrams in 

the leading log approximation [60, 61, 62]. The most common m ethod of calculating 

F2 {x, Q^) [55, 63, 64, 65, 6 6 , 67, 6 8 ] is via the use of evolution equations [69, 70] upon 

an initial param eterisation for qi(x ,Q^)  and g'^(x,Q^).

In general and for massless quarks, the evolution of qi(x^Q^) and g'^{x,Q^) 

with the scale is described by the D okshitzer-G ribov-L ipatov-A ltarelli-Parisi 

(DGLAP) [31, 71] evolution equations. These can be w ritten as [70]:

+  +  (2.15)(fin 0  27T * 2ir k=l
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Figure 2.1; The GRV Leading O rder u[ x^Q^)  and G'^{x^Q^)  distributions calculated

at 0^ =  5 GeV" and Ç" =  45 GeV".
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dg'
dlnQ^

dT^
dhiQ^

=  +  +  (2.16) 

=  ^ P , , ® n  +  g ( Q 2 ) ^ 2 £ p , , . ® g 2  +  P ,,® ff^ )  (2.17)

where r^ (z , represents the “bare” photon distribution within the photon (see also 

section 2.1), (g) is the Mellin convolution (Eqn. 2.4), n /  =  3 is the number of active 

flavours (u,d,s), Pij are the generalised splitting functions:

     .
Pij(a;,aem ,aQ 2 ) =  ^

l,m =0  \  /

(2.18)

and Pqiq̂  are the average of the quark-quark and quark-antiquark splitting functions. 

As for Eqn. 2.2, qi(x^Q^) = is assumed to hold.

Most calculations of the evolution of the parton distributions are performed 

to (9(o!em) where agm 1 and so the 1 ^ 0  terms of Eqn. 2.18 can be neglected. 

To leading order (LO) in a , ,  Pij = Pij where Pij are physically interpreted as the 

probability of flnding a parton i in a parton j  with a fraction x  of the parent parton 

momentum. Eqns 2.15 and 2.16 can be simplified then to:

dq7 CK nf

d ln Ç 2

dg'^ a
nf

din

for uy =  3 quark flavours and where the various splitting functions are [71]:

+  | f ( l  -  z)

(2.19)

(2 .20)

p « ( 2 ) =  Cf

p « (^ ) =  Cf

p « (^ ) = Tr

P M = ^Ca

1 ,
+ e (

z ' +  ( 1  -  z") 

1 +  (1 -

+  l ^  +  z ( l - z )

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)
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with Cf  =  4/3, T r  = 1/2 and Ca = 3. The subscript is used to remove the 

singular terms from the calculation of the integrals in Eqns. 2.19 and 2.20 using:

/  dxf{x)[g(x)]^ = f  d x ( f ( x )  -  f { l ) )g{x)  (2.25)
Jo Jo

The singularities at z  =  1 correspond to the emission of soft gluons whilst the remaining

singularities at z =  0  lie outside the limits of integration.

2.5.3 Charm Quark Contributions to

For large scales {Q^ > 100 GeV^), the charm quark would also be considered 

hght and hence could be included into the calculation of Eqn. 2.14 with Uf = A. 

However, most measurements of are made at scales <  100 GeV^ where it is 

inappropriate to use the massless DGLAP evolution equations for calculating the charm 

parton distributions. Instead, to take into account the mass of the charm quark, rric, 

the evolution of the parton distributions should be performed using the massive quark 

DGLAP equations [72], or, more accurately, the calculations of the charm content 

should incorporate the full next-to-leading order corrections [50].

In many of the available parameterisations [55, 63, 64, 6 8 ], a minimum thresh

old of = Q ^{ l /x  — 1 ) =  Ami is required for the charm contribution to be added 

into F^. Below this threshold, the charm contribution is set to zero. This gives rise 

to a discontinuity in the shape of F^ as illustrated for the GRV, LACl and SaSlD 

parameterisations in Fig. 2.2 (see also section 2.6).

In [64], the sum of the two leading order QPM processes, 7 7 * —̂ cc and gj*  —> 

cc, were found to  be a good approximation of the charm contribution to F ^ (z , Q^) for 

^  100 GeV^. The process 7 7 * —̂ cc is called the “direct” process whilst ^7 * —> cc 

is called the “resolved” process. Above = 100 GeV^, the gluon emissions of the 

quark and antiquark cannot be ignored and the evolution equations are needed.

The Direct QPM Process

The direct QPM process is used in the calculations of some F^ param eteri

sations [55, 64, 6 6 ]. The charm contribution to F^ is calculated using the lowest order 

Bethe-Heitler process [73, 74] and is [55, 64]:

I direct ~  3 x e J -^ o ;(æ , (2.26)
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where Cc =  2/3 is the charm -quark electric charge and

w (z ,r) =  z / ? |—1 +  8 2 ( 1  — z) — 4 rz (l — 2;)} (2.27)

+  (1 -  +  4 rz (l -  3z) -  Sr^z^}In

(2.28)

The Resolved QPM Process

The contribution of the resolved QPM process (g'y* —» cc) to F2 is given 

by [64] as

Q ')  I £ - ^ 2/ w (^ , 0 ')  (2.29)

where a =  1 +  Aml/Q^^  is obtained by solving Eqn. 2.16 or Eqn. 2.20 and

the function w is given in Eqn. 2.27.

2.5.4 Low X

Much of the current interest in is in the low x  region and stems from the 

HERA findings of the rise in the proton structure function, as æ —> 0. So far, no 

corresponding rise in Fj^ has been reported. The rise in F f  implies th a t the sea quark 

distribution grows rapidly as z —> 0. In terms of the parton distributions at low 

the increase in quark density is driven by the much larger and increasing gluon density 

at low X .

Two ways of calculating parton distributions for low x  are:

1. the use of the DGLAP equations (see section 2.5.2);

2. the use of the B alitsky-Fadin-K uraev-L ipatov (BFKL) equation.

The DGLAP equations describe the evolution of parton distributions with the scale 

Q^. Only leading log terms in are kept in the derivation whilst term s proportional 

to In 1 /z  are taken to be negligible. This assumption holds only for In 1 /z  <C In
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Figure 2.2; The GRV, LA Cl and SaSlD  Leading O rder param eterisations of for 4

flavours and 3 flavours calculated a t a) =  5 GeV^ and b) =  20 GeV^.
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In the low x region, the DGLAP calculations correspond to  a resummation of terms 

proportional to a .  In to all orders in perturbation theory. A solution for the gluon 

distribution has been calculated [75] in terms of x  and the virtuality phase space, 

t, of the gluon evolution:

where

^ ~ ~ ~ Ï 2 7 r — C'a =  3. (2.31)

The initial virtuality to of the gluon corresponds to a starting point for the evolution. 

For t < to, the gluon is assumed to form part of the hadron-like photon which is 

modelled as a vector meson (see section 2.3) and is thus not calculable in perturbative 

QCD.

The BFKL equation describes the evolution of parton densities with 1 /z , 

with particular application in the low x  region (i.e. where is not large). The BFKL 

equation includes the resummation of a .  In 1 /æ terms to all orders and retaining the full 

dependence. A simple derivation of the BFKL equation is performed by Mueller [76] 

in term s of the wave-function of a heavy flavour quark-antiquark pair (quarkonium). 

The result for the gluon distribution g at small x  in terms of the transverse momentum 

kx of the gluons is:
rQ^

x g { x , Q ^ ) ~ j  d l4 h { l4 )x - ^  (2.32)

where h ~  for large and A =  121n2a,/ir % 0.5.

2.6 Parameterisations of i^ (x, Q̂ )

There are many parameterisations of F2 available e.g. [55, 62, 63, 64, 65, 6 6 , 

67, 6 8 ]. A common method of calculating parameterisations is to  set parton distri

butions at some low resolution scale, Qo, and use the DGLAP equations (Eqns. 2.15- 

2.17) to perform the evolution of these distributions. F ^ (z , Q^) is then constructed 

using Eqn. 2 . 2  (LO) or Eqn. 2.4 (NLO). The parameterisations used to  generate Monte 

Carlo samples for comparison with data samples (see chapters 5) are described below.
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2.6.1 The Gliick, Reya and Vogt Parameterisation: GRV

These authors have calculated parton distributions for the pion [56] and the 

proton [77]. The parton distributions of both were generated from a common valence

like structure at a common low resolution scale, Qq. The choice of a similar approach for 

calculating the parton distributions of the photon is motivated by the good agreement

of the proton and pion parameterisations with data from deep inelastic scattering

experiments, especially those taken at HERA [30].

The GRV parton distributions for the photon [55] are given to LO and NLO, 

and are made for the DIS^ factorisation scheme [52]. The input distributions to the 

evolution equations are purely VMD using Eqn. 2.11 where

x U { x , t i ' ^ ) r . x \ l - x f  ( a > 0 )  (2.33)

and are given by [56]. The evolution begins at the scales = 0.25 GeV^ (LO) 

and =  0.3 GeV^ (NLO). Only one free param eter, «, remains to be fixed and is 

calculated to  be aclo =  2 (LO) and «jvtlo =  1-6 (NLO) using the best fits to the available 

data [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 40, 42]. The partonic distributions Çi(x,Q^)  are calculated 

from the evolution equations by differentiating each qi(x ,Q^)  into two components: a 

“hadronic” part and a “pointlike” part where

Çi (25? Q^) = Çhad +  ÎPL (2.34)

(see section 2.2). The low high x  points from the T P C / 2 7  measurements [40] were 

excluded as they lie within the resonance region {W  < 2 GeV) which are argued to 

be poorly measured [55, 78]. The contribution from charm quarks is modelled using 

the direct QPM process described in section 2.5.3 and is calculated for a charm quark 

mass, rric =  1.5 GeV.

Only the LO parameterisation is used in the generation of Monte Carlo sam

ples for comparison with data (see chapters 5). Fig. 2.2 shows the predictions of 

F7(x,Q ^)/o: from the GRV LO parameterisation for n /  =  3 and rif = A flavours and 

for Q 2 =  5 . 0  GeV^ and = 2 0  G eV \
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2.6.2 The Levy, Abaramowicz and Charchula Param eterisa

tions: LAC

Levy, Abaramowicz and Charchula adopted the same approach as tha t of 

Drees and Grassie [6 6 ] by not splitting F2 into perturbative and non-perturbative 

components as in Eqn. 2.8. They presented [6 8 ] a set of three LO parameterisations 

(LA Cl, LAC2  and LAC3) derived by choosing quark and gluon distributions at a 

starting low resolution scale Q^q. The free parameters in these initial distributions

were set by fitting the evolution of these distributions to a larger number of data

points [20, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 42] than the 7 data points available to Drees and Grassie.

The quark distributions used in the fit are of the functional form:

xq7(x) =  (2-35)

where A  and B  are the same for aU flavours i = u^d,s ,c .  The param eters (7 ,-, D{ and 

Ei are the same for u  and d quarks and D{ and Ei are the same for s and c quarks. The 

remaining two Ci param eters are different for s and c quarks. The charm contribution 

was included only for ^  4m^ where rric =  1.5 GeV. The gluon distribution takes 

the form:

xg'^{x) =  CgX^‘ {l — (2.36)

This gives a to ta l of 12 free parameters for which three fits were performed:

1. LACl: for all data  points with = 4 GeV^;

2. LAC2: for all data  points with ^  =  4 GeV^ and where the param eter

Dg = 0 was kept fixed;

3. LAC3: for all data  points with =  1 GeV^.

Additionally, the param eter A in the evolution equations was set at 0.2 GeV.

The calculated l ^ ( z ,  Q^) for the LACl parameterisation are shown in Fig. 2 . 2  

for Uf = 3 and n /  =  4 quark flavours at =  5.0 GeV^ and =  20.0 GeV^. In [79], 

Vogt argues th a t the lack of physical constraints on the quark flavour decomposition 

and on the gluon density lead to unphysical results (e.g. s(x ,Q^) > d(x,Q^)  in some 

regions).
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2.6.3 The Schuler and Sjostrand Parameterisations: SaS

The set of F2 parameterisations proposed by Schuler and Sjostrand [63] were 

calculated using a decomposition of the parton distributions into three components 

(compare with Eqns. 2.8 and 2.11)

r { x ,  Ç2) =  Q2) +  pMdronic^^^ q2) q 2>̂ (2.37)

Q^) is the perturbatively calculable (“anomalous”) contribution, Q^)

is the non-perturbative (“hadronic”) contribution, and is a direct con

tribution from the bare photon to f'^. The m ajor difference between the GRV and 

SaS parameterisations is in the treatm ent of the hadronic component, In

GRV, it was assumed th a t this can be modelled using the parton distributions for 

the pion. In SaS, was calculated by performing a fit to aU of the available

data [20, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 42, 44, 47].

There are four sets of parton distributions presented, corresponding to  the 

perm utations of two different starting scales, Qo, for the evolution with the DIS and

M S  factorisation schemes:

1 . SaS ID  : Qo =  0.6 GeV, DIS.y factorisation;

2. S a S lM  : Qo = 0.6 GeV, M S  factorisation;

3. S aS 2 D  : Qo = 2.0 GeV, DIS^ factorisation;

4. S aS 2 M  : Qo = 2.0 GeV, M S  factorisation;

The evolution is carried out with A =  0.23 GeV for n /  = 3  quark flavours and A =

0 . 2  GeV for n /  =  4 quark flavours. Charm contributions are included for both direct 

and resolved processes (see section 2.5.3) with rric = 13  GeV.

2.7 Q C D —B ased  M onte Carlo G enerators

Two QCD-based Monte Carlo generators are used here in the analysis of 

two-photon events. The first of these is the general purpose H E R W IG  [7, 8 ] event 

generator which simulates H adron Emission Reactions W ith  Interfering Gluons. It 

was designed with the philosophy of providing as complete as possible an implementa

tion of perturbative QCD, combined with a simple model of non-perturbative QCD,
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in a wide range of processes. The second generator used is called P Y T H IA  [7, 9] 

and, like HERWIG, is designed to simulate a wide variety of physics processes using a 

combination of perturbative and non-perturbative QCD models.

The method of two-photon event generation employed by HERWIG and 

PYTHIA can be divided into four stages:

1 . photon emission from the incoming e+e" beams;

2 . simulation of a hard sub-process using partonic 2  —> 2  m atrix elements along 

with partonic densities of the photon;

3. emission of additional partons using parton showering of initial and final parton 

states;

4. hadronisation of all final state partons and photon remnants.

The main differences between the HERWIG and PYTHIA Monte Carlo pro

grams lies in the treatm ent of the parton showers before and after the hard scattering 

subprocess. Both programs use parton showers to cover approximately 90% of the 

parton emission phase space. However, there is no attem pt in the PYTHIA generator 

to cover the remaining phase space whilst full m atrix elements to order a ,  are used by 

HERWIG in this region.

2.7.1 Photon Generation

There are two methods available in HERWIG for photon radiation from the 

incoming e+e" beam particles. The first method makes use of the Equivalent Photon 

Approximation (EPA) [80] to generate both of the radiated photons, with the limits of 

photon transverse energy and virtuality (via the negative square of the photon invariant 

mass) set by the user. The second method is the deep inelastic lepton-photon (ey) 

treatm ent of the two-photon interaction. A quasi-real photon (7 ) is generated using the 

EPA from the incoming beam electron. The interaction with a virtual photon radiated 

by the other electron is simulated in the hard sub-process using a chosen partonic 

distribution for the photon. In principle, it is possible to generate single-tagged tw o- 

photon events using the first method but the second method is recommended by the 

authors and is adopted for the generation of all the HERWIG samples presented.
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Figure 2.3: A representation of the deep inelastic 0 7  scattering model used in the

HERW IG and PY TH IA  Monte Carlo generators.
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The PYTHIA samples used in this analysis are generated using the deep in

elastic 6 7  scattering treatm ent of the two-photon interaction. The vertex involving the 

emission of the probe photon 0) is simulated using a chosen parton distribution

of the photon. In contrast to the HERWIG samples, the generated target photons are 

real =  0). The sampled photon energy spectrum is approximated by using the 

varying-energy and weighted-events options available.

2.7.2 Hard Subprocess

The generation of singly-tagged two-photon events is modelled using the deep 

inelastic e j  scattering process (see Fig. 2.3). This means tha t the (exchanged) probe 

photon is usually more virtual than  the struck parton. In principle, the simulation of 

the scattering process would use the full m atrix elements describing the higher order 

2 —̂ 3 subprocesses eq —> eqg, eg —> eqq and 6 7  —*■ eqq. However, when the photon vir

tuality is much larger than the quark virtuality, the DGLAP probability distributions 

of the chosen parameterisation of F7(®»Q^) (see section 2.5.2) are used as approxima

tions to the chance of finding the struck quark inside a higher-æ quark {q —> qg), gluon 

(flf —> qq) or photon ( 7  —> qq). This approximation leads to the incorporation of the 

2 —> 3 processes into the evolution of the photon distribution functions using parton 

showering. However, it is acknowledged [81, 82] th a t this approach does not apply to 

the whole region of emission phase space covered by the fuU m atrix elements and tha t 

it is based upon expansions around the soft and coUinear limits which dominate the 

emission phase space. In versions of the HERWIG generator later than  5.7, m atrix 

elements to  first order in a,  are used to generate hard emission subprocesses outside 

the region covered by the parton shower method. The m atrix element regions and the 

parton shower regions of the emission phase space are matched at the boundary of 

these two regions of phase space.

2.7.3 Parton Showering

The incoming parton to the hard scattering process undergoes inital state 

parton showering. Fig 2.4 shows the model used for the initial state  parton shower
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where the shower is evolved backwards in virtuality from the hard subprocess to the 

incoming target photon. Any partons radiated by the incoming parton, along with the 

outgoing parton from the hard subprocess, undergo further showering as part of the 

final state parton shower. Unlike the initial state shower, the evolution of the final 

state  shower is forward in direction away from the hard subprocess.

The showering algorithms used in HERWIG and PYTHIA differ in the gener

ation of each branching, a — 6 c, in the shower, where the possible branching processes 

are q qg, <1 ^  TIi 9 99 ^-nd g qq along with the corresponding processes for

antiquarks. The PYTHIA algorithm orders the branching by decreasing the virtuality 

of the partons along the shower whilst HERWIG achieves a similar result by order

ing of the branchings in terms of decreasing emission angle at each branching point. 

A shower is term inated when a minimum parton virtuality of 1 GeV is reached for 

PYTHIA, whilst the corresponding termination param eter for HERWIG is a minimum 

emission angle.

2.7.4 Hadronisation

AU partons remaining after the term ination of the final state parton shower, 

as weU as the target photon rem nant, are converted into particles using a hadronisation 

model.

The cluster model [83] is adopted in HERWIG. In this model, partons from 

the hard subprocess undergo the perturbatively-described parton showering and then 

form into colour-singlet clusters of partons which then decay into the observed hadrons.

In PYTHIA, the Lund string model from JETSET [84] is used. The outgoing 

partons from the hard subprocess are colour connected. As they move away from each 

other, they lose energy to the surrounding colour field which supposedly coUapses into 

a string configuration between them. The string has a uniform energy per unit length 

which is consistent with quarkonium spectroscopy. The string breaks up into hadron

sized pieces through spontaneous qq pair production in the intense colour field of the 

string.
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Figure 2.4: Diagrams illustrating the models of the initial state parton shower used 

in HERWIG and PYTHIA. Plot a) shows the direction of evolution in x and parton- 

virtuality space. Plot b) shows the schematics of this evolution from the hard subpro

cess back to the incoming target photon.
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2.8 T he V E R M A SE R E N  M onte Carlo G enerator

The Vermaseren [85] Monte Carlo program (called VERMASEREN through

out the rest of the tex t) is used to generate fermion pair production events using exact 

QED m atrix-elem ents for the multiperipheral two-photon process (Fig. 2.5a) and the 

t-channel Bremsstrahlung process (Fig. 2.5b). Hadronic final states can be generated 

when quark masses, charges and colour factors are also given, in which case VER

MASEREN becomes a QPM generator.

This program is used to provide a comparison and check for the F2GEN 

program described briefly below and for background estimation in the data  samples. 

For tw o-photon events where both the em itted photons have small virtualities, the 

Bremsstrahlung process has a contribution smaller than tha t of the multiperipheral 

process by a factor of roughly In (Eb/mg) where J^b is beam energy and rrie is the 

mass of the electron. This corresponds to just over an order of m agnitude at LEP 

beam energies. There is no interference between the Bremsstrahlung process and the 

multiperipheral process for both photons being real in Fig 2.5a). W hen one photon, 7 *, 

has a large virtuality, the Bremsstrahlung process is only significant for low invariant 

mass of the 7 7 * and/or large scattering angles of the beam electron [1 ].

2.9 T h e F 2G E N  M onte Carlo G enerator

The program F2GEN is used as a generator of singly-tagged, multiperipheral 

two-photon events (Fig. 2.5a). It was developed from the TW OGEN program [10] 

by the OPAL collaboration for use in measurements of F ^ (z , Q^) [47]. Events are 

generated by sampling:

1 . th e  luminosity function for two-photon production from a lepton pair in colliding 

beams and

2 . the  cross-section, <7 (7 * 7  hadrons), for the production of hadrons from the 

interaction of two photons.
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a) Fermion production in multiperipheral 
two-photon events

+e

b) Fermion pair production via 
s-channel Bremsstrahlung

Figure 2.5: The two diagrams simulated in the Vermaseren Monte Carlo generator.

corresponding to a factorisation of the total cross-section into two parts. The chosen 

parameterisation for is used to approximate for the cross-section cr(7 ’*‘7

hadrons):

<̂ (7 * 7  hadrons) = (2.38)

The hadronic final state is simulated by generation of a quark-antiquark pair in the 

two-photon centre-of-mass frame and which are then hadronised using the JETSET 

string algorithm.

T he algorithm  used in F2GEN for event generation is more fuUy explained in

chapter 7.



Chapter 3

LEP and OPAL

3.1 LEP

The Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider is an e+eT storage ring located 

at CERN, just outside Geneva, Switzerland (see Fig. 3.1). It has a circumference of 

27 km, and is located underground at a depth of about 100 metres. It was first run in 

1989, and until the la tte r part of 1995 was used to collide electron and positron beams 

with centre of mass energy around the mass of the TP boson. At the end of October 

1995, the LEP beams were run at the higher centre of mass energies (between 130 GeV 

and 140 GeV). This was increased to 161 GeV by using superconducting cavities with 

the start of the first LEP2 run in June 1996, and a further upgrade of LEP resulted in 

the 172 GeV running from October 1996. More upgrades are planned, with an aim to 

have LEP running at centre of mass energies of 192 GeV by 1998 and possibly 200 GeV 

by 1999.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic view of the LEP accelerator and the positions of the four LEP 

experiments around the ring
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3.1.1 Obtaining Electron and Positron Beams in LEP
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Figure 3.2: The various accelerators at CERN.

Fig. 3.2 shows the accelerators used at CERN. The LEP accelerator was 

designed to make use of the existing Proton Synchrotron (PS) and Super Proton 

Synchrotron (SPS) to pre-accelerate electron and positron beams before they are put 

into the LEP ring and further accelerated. The sequence of beam generation is:
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1 . an electron gun is used to make bunches of electrons at a rate  of about one 

hundred per second;

2 . these electrons are focussed using magnets and accelerated to  600 MeV in the 

LEP Injector Linac. Some of the electron bunches are brought onto a fixed target 

to produce positrons via Bremsstrahlung and pair production. The bunches of 

positrons formed are focussed and accelerated to 600 MeV using the LIL;

3. approximately a thousand bunches from the LIL are amalgamated into 4 or more 

bunches of electrons and 4 or more bunches of positrons in the Electron Positron 

Accumulator;

4. from the EPA, the electrons and positrons are injected into the PS and accelerated 

to  3.5 GeV ;

5. the beams from the PS are then fed into the SPS where they undergo a final 

pre-acceleration to 20 GeV ;

6 . the beams are injected into LEP from the SPS and are accelerated up to the 

desired beam energy at which the beams are brought into collision at the the 

four experimental points around the LEP ring.

It takes 15-30 minutes for this repeated sequence to get ~  5 x 10® electrons and 

positrons in LEP. Such large numbers of electrons and positrons are needed to increase 

the probability of an interesting interaction taking place. This probability is directly 

related to the lu m in o s ity  of the beams.

3.1.2 Beam  Luminosity

The beam luminosity, £ , is an im portant quantity for measuring the cross- 

section, <T, of a physics process using

N
C = — (3.1)

<T

where iV is the number of events counted for this process in the detector. Hence, the 

beam luminosity is a measure of the particle density of the colliding beams in a unit
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amount of time. Since the statistical error on this calculation decreases with \/ÏV, 

and hence with more beam -heam  collisions, the beam luminosity is conventionally 

taken to mean the integrated luminosity over a period of time. The cross-section is 

conventionally quoted in units picobarns, pb, where

Ipb =  1 0 ~^^barn =  1 0 “ ®̂ cm^

and as a result the (integrated) luminosity is given in term s of pb~^. This convention 

is adopted throughout this thesis.

The luminosity received from LEP is measured by counting the number of 

events where a beam positron and a beam electron scatter elastically into the detector. 

These Bhabha events are characterised by two high energy back-to-back electromag

netic clusters with no other activity recorded in the detector. This process is used for 

calibrating the beam luminosity because the cross-section is well-known and large at 

low polar angles.

3.1.3 Bunch M odes and Bunch Trains in LEP

The electron and positron beams injected into LEP are not continuous beams 

but are comprised of a number of bunches of < 2 x 10® electrons or positrons. For most 

of the running time at beam -beam  centre of mass energies close to the TP mass, LEP 

was operated with either 4 bunches (“4-f4 bunch mode”) or 8  bunches (“8 - |- 8  bunch 

mode”) in each beam. Alternatively, it is possible to  produce the two beams each 

composed of “bunchtrains” . Each bunchtrain is in tu rn  comprised of up to 4 separate 

bunchlets.

At the very start of running in 1989, LEP was operated in 4-|-4 bunch mode, 

switching to 8 4 - 8  bunches in 1992 until the end of data-taking in 1994. Since 1995, LEP 

has been operated with 4 bunchtrains in each beam with a varying number of bunchlets 

per bunchtrain. Both the “8 + 8  bunch” and the “4+4 bunchtrain” operating modes 

were used to increase the beam luminosity and hence the amount of data recorded by 

each experiment.
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3.2 OPAL

The OPAL (Omni Purpose A pparatus for LEP) detector [11] is one of the 

four experiments collecting data at LEP and was first used in 1989. It is designed 

to study a wide variety of interactions occurring in e+e" collisions. Fig. 3.3 shows a 

diagram of the component subdetectors of OPAL. A description of their construction 

and function is given below.

There are five main types of subdetector, listed here in approximate order of 

increasing distance from the interaction region (see Fig 3.4):

• Vertex and tracking subdetectors to

—> track positions and momenta of charged particles entering the central region 

of OPAL;

—> provide d E jd x  information for these charged particles which can be used for 

purposes of particle identification;

—> reconstruct primary and secondary vertices of an event.

•  Electromagnetic calorimetry for energy measurement of photons and electrons.

• Hadronic calorimetry for the energy measurement of hadrons.

• Muon detectors for muon identification.

• Forward luminosity monitors used for measuring the received LEP luminosity at 

OPAL, and for identification of scattered electrons necessary for selection of the 

events in this analysis.

Tw o-letter shorthand names are defined for easy labelling of data  from each of the 

various subdetectors. This shorthand has been adopted in this thesis.
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3.2.1 The OPAL Coordinate System

In the OPAL right-handed coordinate system, the æ-axis points towards the 

centre of the LEP ring (see Fig. 3.1), the y-ajds at a small angle to  the vertical and 

the z-axis points in the direction of the electron beam. The polar angle 9 and the 

azim uthal angle ^  are defined with respect to the z-axis and z-axis, respectively.

3.2.2 The OPAL M agnet

The magnet consists of a water cooled solenoid and an iron yoke to provide 

the fiux return. The solenoid was wound in one complete unit to  prevent discontinuities 

causing non-uniformities in the magnetic field. The iron yoke also provides at least four 

interaction lengths for the sampling hadron calorimeter (see section 3.6).

The magnetic field in the central tracking region is 0.435 T and is uniform 

to within ±0.5 %. The field between the solenoid and the iron yoke does not exceed 

a few tens of Gauss to allow the correct operation for the photom ulitplier tubes of the 

time-of-flight system and lead-glass electromagnetic calorimeters.

3.3 Tracking Su bdetectors (C T)

Tracking of charged particles in the OPAL detector is performed by the silicon 

microvertex detector (SI), the central vertex detector (CV), the central je t chamber 

(C J) and the central Z chambers (CZ), given in order of increasing radial distance, r , 

from the interaction point. SI lies between the 1 .1  mm thick beryllium beam pipe (r =  

54 mm) and the carbon fibre pressure tube (r =  80 mm). The pressure tube supports 

the 4 bar absolute pressure of gas in the central tracking region. The tracking detectors 

and gas pressure are enclosed by a pressure vessel closed off at each end by a pressure 

bell. The pressure vessel also provides inner mechanical support for the solenoid of the 

magnet surrounding it.
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Figure 3.4: Positions of the subdetectors of OPAL in the a) x — i/ and h)  x  — z  planes.
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Between the 1995 and 1996 data taking, a low angle radiation shield was in

stalled to protect the central tracking subdetectors from possible synchrotron radiation 

at higher beam energies. It consists of two parts on either side of OPAL, each form

ing a ring around the beam pipe and each located in front of the lower edge of the 

silicon-tungsten (SW) calorimeters (see section 3.8.1).

3.3.1 Silicon M icrovertex D etector (SI)

SI is designed to locate accurately the primary vertices of interactions between 

beam particles, and to measure the positions of secondary vertices resulting from the 

decays of particles produced in the primary interaction (such as r-lep tons and heavy- 

flavour hadrons). It was added to the OPAL detector in 1991 to  complement and 

improve vertex position measurements made using the CV subdetector.

SI consists of two concentric cylindrical layers of ladders of silicon wafers. 

Each ladder consists of three single-sided silicon wafers orientated for <l> measurement 

back-to-back with three single-sided wafers orientated for z  measurement. The inner 

cylindrical layer is made up of 1 1  ladders at a radius of 61 mm and the outer cylindrical 

layer consists of 14 ladders at a radius of 75 mm. The wafers for (j> measurement have 

AC coupled strips at 50 fim  pitch whilst the readout strips for z measurement are 

positioned every 1 0 0  fim .

The resolution in r<f> is 5 /xm and the resolution in z ranges from 13 /im for 

particles at normal incidence to 20 /xm at 45° incidence.

3.3.2 Central Vertex D etector (CV)

This detector is used to measure the vertex position of particle decays and to 

improve the momentum resolution for charged particles. It is a 1 m long cylindrical 

drift chamber with inner radius 0.235 m, surrounding the carbon fibre pressure pipe 

and is located inside the je t chamber (CJ).

The CV chamber consists of 2 layers: an inner layer of 36 cells of axial wires 

between radii 103 mm and 162 mm, and an outer layer of 36 small angle (4°) stereo
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cells between radii of 188 mm and 213 mm. The axial cells each contain 12 anode 

wires at 5.3 mm radial intervals and the stereo cells have 6  anode wires at 5.0 mm 

radial intervals, with each anode wire alternately staggered by ±41 fim  to resolve the 

left-right drift ambiguity.

The r<l> resolution of the axial cells is ~50 fim  per wire and a coarse mea

surement of the z  position along the wire is made by measuring the tim e difference 

between the signals at the two ends of the wire. This is used for quick track triggering 

and for offline track finding. A more accurate z  position for charged tracks is obtained 

by combining the axial and stereo layer signals.

3.3.3 Central Jet Chamber (CJ)

CJ is designed to provide good spatial resolution of tracks and good resolution 

of track separation, and to allow the possibility of particle identification using d ^ / dx. 

By measuring the curvature of the track of a charged particle in the magnetic field, it 

is possible to calculate the momenta of the tracked particles.

The sensitive volume of the je t chamber is a cylinder 4 m long with an inner 

radius of 0.245 m and an outer radius of 1.85 m. It is divided into 24 identical segments 

in <!> with a plane of wires at the segment boundary forming the cathode for the 159 

anode sense wires in each segment. These wires are spaced at 10 mm intervals, lie 

parallel to the beam direction and form a plane in the radial direction (within a stagger 

of 1 0 0  fim  either side of the plane to resolve the left-right drift ambiguities).

A maximum of 159 points on a track are measured for the range in polar 

angle 43® < 6 < 137®, with at least 20 points measured for 98% of the 47t solid angle. 

The average spatial resolutions are 6  cm for z and for r(f>:

• beam energy =  45.6 GeV , cr,.̂  ~  129 ̂ m;

•  beam  energy =  80.5 GeV , <7 ,.  ̂ ~  117 /xm;

• beam energy =  86.0 GeV , <7,.  ̂ ~  142 /zm.
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The momentum resolution in r(j) is:

=  ^0.022 +  (0.0015%): (3.2)
Pt

3.3.4 Central Z Chambers (CZ)

The outermost of the central tracking detectors is CZ and is used to make 

precision measurements of the z position of charged particles. This leads to  improve

ments in the resolution of polar angle, and hence of the invariant mass of charged 

particles.

CZ is 4 m long and is divided into 24 drift chambers. Each drift chamber 

contains 8  drift cells of 6  sense wires laid perpendicular to the z direction and at a 

spacing of 4 mm (±250 fim  of stagger). A coarse measurement is also made in r(f> 

using the time difference between the arrival of a signal at either ends of the sense 

wire.

CZ covers the polar angle region 44° < 6 < 136° and 94% of the azimuthal 

angle, (j). The resolution is 300 fim  in z and 1.5 cm in rÿ .

3.4 T im e-O f-F light S ystem

The time-of-flight system consists of a barrel of scintillation counters and two 

endcap scintillator detectors. It is designed to generate trigger signals and to aid in the 

rejection of cosmic rays. In the barrel region, it is designed to allow charged particle 

identification by measuring the time of flight particles from the interaction region.

3.4.1 Time-Of-Flight Barrel (TOF)

TOF consists of 160 scintillation counters, each 6.84 m long and individually 

wrapped in aluminised mylar foil and black PVC sheet. It forms a cylinder around the 

solenoid of the magnet at a mean radial distance of 2.36 m. Light is collected at both
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Figure 3.5: The OPAL central barrel region. Arrow 1 points to the electromagnetic 

presampler, inside of which lie the Time-of-flight counters, the solenoid of the OPAL 

magnet and the central tracking region. Arrow 2 points to one of the endcap electro

magnetic calorimeters.

ends of the scintillator plexiglass light guides glued directly to phototubes. It has a 

timing precision of ~  300 ps, thus allowing the measurements of particle time-of-flight 

from the central region.

3.4.2 Tile Endcap (TE) and MIP Plug

Installed in 1996, TE is a layer of 10 mm thick scintillating plastic tiles de

signed to improve the triggering information in the forward regions of OPAL and thus 

to complement the use of the TOF system in the barrel region. Additionally, it allows 

an onhne determination of coUision time for a given event and provide a correction for 

the signal in EE which is sensitive to timing. TE is located between the pressure beU 

and the endcap electromagnetic presampler (PE) at each end of OPAL.

TE consists of 3 radial sub-sectors of plastic scintillator tiles embedded with
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wavelength shifting fibres and read out by phototubes. Each radial sub-sector is di

vided azimuthally into 24 segments. The outermost radial sub-sectors consist of 48 

trapezoidal shaped tiles (2 per sub-sector) with edges of 225.3 mm and 168.5 mm and 

height 453.3 mm. The middle sub-sectors also have 48 trapezoidal tiles with edges 

168.5 mm and 108.7 mm long and height 478.3 mm. Each of the innermost sub-sectors 

consists of only one trapezoidal tile of edges 232.3 mm and 171.2 mm long and height 

232.4 mm. The timing precision for TE is ~  5 ns. This is good enough to be able 

to allow counting of the bunchtrains in the beam but is not precise enough for time of 

flight measurements.

b e ll
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1 /2 4  s e c to r
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Figure 3.6: Diagram showing the position of the Time-of-Flight Endcap subdetector 

and the composition of 1/24*^ of each of the radial sub-sectors.

An extension to TE, the Minimal Ionising Particle (MIP) plug, was added 

between the 1996 and 1997 running of LEP. It is designed to extend the region of 

acceptance for charged particles (and in particular muons) into the forward region.
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The MIP plug uses the same scintillating technology as the rest of the TE 

and covers the polar angular region of 40-300 mrad from the beam  pipe. It consists of 

two radial divisions, each divided into eight azimuthal sectors. Each azim uthal sector 

consists of two layers of scintillator in coincidence, separated by 5 mm of lead in the 

outer radial division and separated spatially by 246 mm in the inner division. The 

layers of the inner radial division are not separated by lead as they lie in front of the 

main calorimeter (FK) and tube chambers (FB) of the forward luminosity calorimeter 

(see section 3.8.2).

3.5 E lectrom agnetic C alorim eter (EGAL)

The energies and positions of electrons, positrons and photons are measured 

by the main electromagnetic calorimeter in OPAL. This calorimeter is designed to m ea

sure energies in the range of a few tens of MeV to 100 G eV . It is used to  discriminate 

between the showers of neutral pions and photons, and between electrons and hadrons 

in conjunction with the central tracking regions.

ECAL covers 98% of the solid angle (including full azimuthal angle) and is 

divided into a barrel region and two endcap regions, each of which consists of a presam

pler in front of a lead-glass calorimeter. Since there are about two radiation lengths (2 

Xo) of m aterial between the interaction region and ECAL, most electromagnetic show

ers are initiated before reaching the lead-glass calorimeter. The use of presamplers to 

measure the position and to sample the energy of the shower improves neutral pion- 

photon and electron-hadron discriminations as well as increasing the energy resolution 

of the shower.

The lead-glass calorimetry gives an intrinsic energy resolution ( ^  ~  : ^  with 

energy E measured in GeV) and a spatial resolution (~  1 cm).

3.5.1 Barrel Electrom agnetic Presampler (PB )

The barrel presampler covers the polar angle range | cos 9\ <  0.81 and consists 

of 16 chambers forming a cylinder 6.623 m long and radius 2.388 m between the time-
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of-flight system and the barrel lead-glass calorimeter. Each chamber contains two 

layers of limited streamer mode tubes with sense wires parallel to the beam axis. A 

measurement of z position is made by comparing the readouts of charge collected at 

both ends of the sense wires.

For a single charged particle, the r(j) spatial resolution is ~2 mm and the z 

resolution is ~10 cm. Electromagnetic shower resolution is 6-4 mm for shower energy 

increasing from 6-50 GeV. The angular resolution for a photon is ~2  mrad.

\

Figure 3.7: The barrel electromagnetic presampler.

3.5.2 Endcap Electromagnetic Presampler (PE)

The two endcap presamplers are located between the pressure bell for the 

central tracking and the endcap lead-glass calorimeters up to the end of 1995. During 

the winter break between 1995 and 1996, the time-of-flight endcap (TE) was sandwiched 

between PE and the pressure beU.

Each endcap presampler is divided into 16 azimuthaUy-arranged, overlapping 

wedges and covers the full azimuthal angle and the polar angle range 0.83 < | cos#| <
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Figure 3.8: The barrel region of the electromagnetic lead-glass calorimeter.

0.95. Each wedge is made up of two trapezoidal multi-wire proportional counter cham

bers. The smaller of these two chambers is located in front of the other chamber and 

is orientated at 90° to the beam axis, whilst the larger chamber is orientated at 18° to 

the smaller chamber.

The r(j) spatial resolution for a single charged particle is 2-4 mm and the 

angular resolution is ~4.6 mrad.

3.5.3 Barrel Lead-Glass Calorimeter (EB)

EB is a cylindrical array of 9440 lead-glass scintillator blocks, each of 24.6 

at 2.455 m radius from the interaction region. The scintillator blocks have dimensions 

of ~  10 X ~  10 X 37.0cm^ and are made of material of density 5.54 g cm“  ̂and radiation 

length Xo = 1.50 cm. They are instrumented with magnetic field tolerant phototubes. 

To prevent neutral particles from being lost in the gaps between the blocks whilst 

simultaneously trying to prevent particles from traversing more than one block, the 

longitudinal axes of the blocks are pointed towards the interaction point but with a
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slight tilt away from the perfect pointing geometry.

The azimuthal angle is fully covered and the polar angle is covered for the 

region | cos#| <  0.82. The spatial resolution for a particle of 6  GeV is ~11 mm and 

the energy resolution is ^  ~  0 .2 % +

3.5.4 Endcap Lead—Glass Calorimeters (EE)

Each of the two endcap electromagnetic calorimeters is a doughnut-shaped 

array of 1132 lead-glass scintillator blocks located at either end of OPAL between the 

pressure beU of the central tracking and the hadronic pole tip calorimeter (HP). The 

blocks are at least 20.5 X q long and are mounted parallel to the beam axis. The material 

of these blocks is slightly different from tha t of the blocks in the barrel calorimeter: 

the EE blocks have a smaller density 4.06 g cm“  ̂ and a longer interaction length (2.51 

cm). The scintillation light is read out using single stage multipliers called vacuum 

phototriodes (V P T ’s).

At low energy, the energy resolution is ^  ~  ^  at low energies with a spatial 

resolution of 8-14 mm for a 6  GeV electron incident at 15° to the longitudinal block 

axes.

3.6 H adronic C alorim eter (H C A L)

ECAL is a sampling calorimeter used to measure the energies of hadrons and 

assists in the identification of muons. It covers 97% of the solid angle and is divided 

into a barrel calorimeter, two endcap calorimeters and two pole tip calorimeters. Layers 

of the iron return  yoke of the OPAL magnet are used as passive absorbing material 

and are sandwiched by planes of detectors. The main difference between the barrel, 

endcap and pole tip calorimeters is in the number of layers of detectors and iron. Due 

to the amount of m aterial between the hadronic calorimetry (especially in the lead- 

glass calorimeters) and the interaction point, hadronic showers are likely to be initiated 

before reaching the HCAL and so hadronic energy measurement has to  be made by 

adding energy from the ECAL to the from measurements in the HCAL.

The energy resolution is ^  ~  for all the calorimeters although there is 

more variation of this with energy E (in GeV) for the pole tip calorimeters.
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3.6.1 Hadronic Barrel Calorimeter (HB)

The barrel calorimeter is cylindrical in shape with inner radius 3.39 m and 

outer radius 4.39 m. It consists of eight 100 mm thick layers of iron separated by gaps 

of 25 mm and between nine layers of detector. The detectors are limited stream er mode 

tubes with wires parallel to the beam axis.

3.6.2 Hadronic Endcap Calorimeters (HE)

HE consists of two doughnut-shaped calorimeters, located at either end of the 

OPAL detector (see Fig. 3.4). Seven layers of 100 mm thick iron are sandwiched by 

eight layers of the same type of detector used in HB with the tube sense wires arranged 

horizontally. The gap between the layers of iron is 35 mm.

3.6.3 Hadronic Pole Tip Calorimeters (H P)

The hadronic pole tip calorimeters lie behind the lead-glass endcap calorime

ters. They consist of 10 layers of detectors separated by nine layers of 80 mm thick 

iron with a 10 mm gap between iron layers. The decrease in the distance between 

samplings is to improve the energy resolution with the decrease in the size of the gap 

between the iron layers made to avoid perturbing the magnetic field. Unlike HB and 

HE, the detectors used in the pole tip calorimeters are multi-wire chambers operating 

in high gain mode and similar to those used in the electromagnetic endcap presampler, 

PE, (see section 3.5.2).

3.7 M uon C ham bers

The muon chambers are used to identify muons, particularly within a large 

hadronic background. This is particularly im portant as muons, like hadrons and unlike 

electrons, are likely to penetrate through the electromagnetic calorimetry. The cham

bers are divided up into a barrel region and two endcap regions which together provide 

93% coverage of the fuU solid angle.
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3.7.1 M uon Barrel (M B)

The muon barrel consists of 110 planar drift chambers with 44 chambers on 

each side, 12 chambers below and 1 0  chambers on top of OPAL. AU of the chambers 

are 1.2 m wide and 90 mm thick but vary in length from 10 m long at the sides, 6  m 

long below and 8.4 m long on top.

3.7.2 M uon Endcaps (M E)

Each muon endcap sub detector consists of eight quadrant chambers ( 6  m by 6  

m) and 4 patch chambers (3 m by 2.5 m). Each of these two types of chamber contains 

two layers of stream er tubes, separated by 19 mm, of which one layer has wires in the 

aUgned horizontaUy and the other layer has wires aligned verticaUy.

3.8 T he E lectrom agnetic L um inosity C alorim eters

The forward detectors axe electromagnetic calorimeters used to measure the 

e"*'e~ luminosity at the OPAL detector. This is done by counting the number of inter

actions where a beam positron and a beam electron scatter elasticaUy. These events 

(caUed Bhabha events) are characterised by two back-to-back electromagnetic clusters 

with no other activity recorded in the detector. They are also used to measure the 

positions and energies of photons, candidate electron tags and to  sample the hadronic 

energy in the region outside the acceptance of the EGAL and HCAL. The main sub de

tectors in place here are the silicon-tungsten calorimeter (SW), the far forward monitor 

(FF), the forward calorimeter (FK) the forward tube chambers (FB) and the gamma 

catcher (FE).

3.8.1 Silicon-Tungsten Calorimeter (SW )

Two identical siUcon-tungsten electromagnetic calorimeters were instaUed in 

OPAL in 1993 at ±2.389 m in z from the interaction point, covering the fuU azimuthal 

angle and the polar angle region of 25-59 mrad. The lower boundary for the clear 

acceptance of the calorimeters increased to 32 m rad at the start of 1996 foUowing
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the installation of a low angle shield to protect the central tracking detectors against 

possible synchrotron radiation.

Each calorimeter is divided azimuthally into 16 wedges and is made up 22 Xq 

of m aterial in the form of 19 layers of sampling silicon wafers alternating with 18 layers 

of tungsten. Adjacent wedges are offset by 800 f im in z  and overlap to prevent any gap 

in the acceptance of the active silicon. Each consecutive layer of silicon is offset by a 

half-wedge in (j> (~  11.5®). Each wedge is divided into 64 pads (32 in r  and two in <j>) 

giving a to tal of 38912 channels to be read out individually.

The spatial resolution in r  is ~  lOfim and the energy resolution is ^  ~

3.8.2 Forward D etector (FD)

There are two forward detectors, one on on each side of OPAL in z, and each 

comprising of four main components: the main calorimeter (FK), the forward tube 

chambers (FB), the 7 -catcher (FE) and the far forward luminosity monitor (FF).

M ain Calorim eter (FK)

The active region of the calorimeter covers the full azimuthal angle and the 

polar angle range 60-120 mrad. It is divided into 16 azimuthal segments of lead- 

scintillator sandwich, with each segment made up of a 4 Xo presampler and a 20 Xo 

main calorimeter. The scintillator is read out using wavelength shifter to vacuum 

phototetrodes. The presampler is read out on the outer edge only whilst the main 

calorimeter is read out on both inner and outer edges to give a measurement of 0. An 

electromagnetic cluster is made up from two adjacent segments with the ratio of the 

signals from these segments used to make a measurement of <j>.

The FK has an energy resolution of ^  ~  The azimuthal angle resolution 

is ±2® whilst the polar angle resolution worsens from ±4® at the inner edge of the 

detector to  ±10® at the outer edge. The minimum threshold energy for a cluster to be 

recorded is 2  GeV which is good for electrons and photons but is poor for hadrons as 

hadronic showers are not well contained within the calorimeter.
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Figure 3.9: Cross-section of the luminosity calorimeters in the forward region taken in 

the y — z plane. Note that the full extent of the forward calorimeter (FK) away from 

the interaction point is not shown here.
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Tube Chambers (FB)

FB comprises of three planes of brass-walled proportional tube chambers sand

wiched between the presampler and the main calorimeter of FK. It is used to  give more 

precise position measurements when combined with the information from FK. The res

olution in polar angle, is ±2  mrad and the position is given to an accuracy of ±3  mm.

Gamm a Catcher (FE)

Two small annular lead-scintillator (7 X q) calorimeters are used to fiU the 

gap in acceptance between the electromagnetic endcap and forward calorimeters. The 

active part of the calorimeter covers the polar region of 143-193 m rad and is divided 

into eight independent azimuthal segments to give a coarse (j> determination. Since 

there are only 3 Xo of material in front of the gamma catcher, it is non-containing and 

so any measurement of a high energy cluster is shared either with EE or FK depending 

upon the 0.

The electromagnetic energy resolution of the gamma catcher is ~  20%.

Far Forward M onitor (FF)

Two small 50 mm by 150 mm by 20 Xo lead-scintillator calorimeters are po

sitioned at ±7.85 m from the interaction point in OPAL, beyond the low-/3 quadrupole 

magnets. They make up the far forward luminosity monitor and are used to  measure 

positions and energies of showers from electrons and positrons in the 5-10 m rad re

gion close to the horizontal plane and to measure the OPAL trigger rates during data 

taking. They are not used in this analysis.

3.9 OPAL Trigger S ystem  and D ata  S tream

At LEP, several bunches of electrons and of positrons circulate around the 

accelerator ring and data is taken when particles in two bunches are brought into 

collision. The OPAL detector is synchronised to become active as the bunches cross at 

its central point and a trigger system is used to decide if the detector should be read
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out during this active time. If the detector is read out, then the raw electronic signals 

are processed to reconstruct the tracks and clusters observed in the detector.

3.9.1 The OPAL Trigger System

The OPAL trigger system is designed to select with high efficiency various 

physics processes taking place at each bunch crossing whilst maximising the rejection 

of background from cosmic rays, interactions of beam particles with gas in the beam 

pipe and with the walls, and noise.

Two types of trigger signal are used to decide whether to read out the whole 

detector: — (j>” and “stand-alone” signals. The B — <j> signals are made by dividing

the 47t solid angle into 144 overlapping bins, 6  in ^ and 24 in <j>. Trigger signals sent 

by combinations of subdetectors are matched to this spatial binning. Stand-alone 

signals are sent when higher thresholds of to tal energy sums, or of track counting, are 

surpassed in a subdetector than  are needed for 6 — <f> signals to  be sent.

The trigger system is split into two main levels: the pretrigger and the trigger. 

Both the pretrigger and the trigger combine stand-alone and B — <j> signals from the 

subdetector to determine if an event satisfies preliminary criteria to be selected and 

hence whether the OPAL sub detectors should be read out or cleared and reset. The 

time taken for a negative decision is 5.3 /zs for the pretrigger and 14.5 /zs for the 

trigger, and the reset of the subdetectors takes 4.5 /zs. The pretrigger was im portant 

from 1992 to  1994 when LEP was operated in 8 + 8  bunch mode. The use of 4+4 

bunchtrains after 1994 meant th a t the pretrigger was no longer necessary but was kept 

in place to minimise the number of changes needed during any switch back to 8 + 8  

bunch running by LEP.

3.9.2 Tagging Triggers

Table 3.1 shows a list of trigger conditions used to select candidates of tagged 

two-photon events. The conditions necessary for OPAL to be read out can be either 

stand-alone signals from tag o r hadronic activity, or can be logical combinations of 

signals of tag a n d  hadronic activity.
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Trigger Name Subdetector Trigger Condition
Tag candidates:

SWHIOR SW > 34 GeV energy in either end SW
SWSEGL SW > 9 GeV energy in left SW segment
SWSEGR SW > 9 GeV energy in right SW segment
LCALLO FD > 15 GeV energy in left FK
RCALLO FD > 15 GeV energy in right FK
FDHIOR FD > 35 GeV energy in either end FK
FDGCLT FD > 20 GeV energy in left FE
FDGCRT FD > 20 GeV energy in right FE

Hadronic activity:

TB M l CT ^  1 Barrel tracks
TM2 CT ^  2  tracks
EBW EDGE EB ^  2 GeV energy in a ‘wedge’ of EB
EBTOTLO EB ^  1.8 GeV total energy in EB
EELLO EE ^  1.6 GeV energy in left EE
EERLO EE ^  1.6 GeV energy in right EE
TPEM L TP ^  1 EGAL (j) bin triggered in the 1*̂ 9 bin
TPEM R TP ^  1 ECAL ÿ bin triggered in the 6 *^  ̂ bin

Table 3.1: Summary of the triggers used to identify candidate tagged two-photon 

events. The abbreviation T P  is a classihcation of triggers in terms of its B — <j> location.

3.9.3 D ata Stream

Trigger signals from each of the subdetector local trigger units (LTU’s) are 

received and logically combined in the central trigger logic. Each LTU is part of a 

VME local system crate (LSC) containing typically two CPU ’s and which is used to 

assemble and control the trigger and readout signals for a subdetector. The central 

trigger logic is housed in a dedicated Eurocrate with a standard VM E/VSB bus plus an 

additional special “trigger bus” . A trigger decision is made whether to read out OPAL 

or to reset the subdetectors from the signal combinations and this decision is passed 

back to the LTU’s by the global trigger unit (GTU). A readout decision inhibits further 

triggering whilst measurement signals from the subdetectors are read out. The readout 

signals for each subdetector are combined and form atted in the LSC responsible for 

tha t subdetector. A single VME crate called the event builder is used to  collect the 

sub-events from each subdetector and to reconstruct the full event measured in the
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OPAL detector. The event builder then passes the event onto the filter VME crate 

which compresses the event and labels it as interesting or not, or discards the event if 

it is obviously junk. An accepted event is written to disk and displayed on the online 

event display. The last stage of online processing is performed by nine HP workstations 

running the full OPAL reconstruction code ROPE [8 6 ] to  apply the calibrations of the 

signals from the various subdetectors, including those from the calorimeters. Any 

further processing or selection of events is then performed offline.



Chapter 4

Event Selection

This chapter covers the process of selecting singly-tagged two-photon events 

from the whole data  sample, elaborating on the types of events th a t are the most diffi

cult to separate from tagged two-photon events and finally checking for any differences 

between the data samples taken in different years.

4.1 E vent Selection

There are three stages in the event selection:

1 . a coarse preselection to discard events tha t are obviously not wanted;

2 . a further selection to reduce the size of the data sample being analysed whilst si

multaneously maintaining a high efficiency for passing singly-tagged two-photon 

events onto the last selection stage;

3. a final selection to make as pure as possible selection of singly-tagged events from 

background events.

Results are given in this document for the data sample passing the final selection stage.
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4.1.1 Preselection

In RO PE, the preselection subroutine RTW OPH is used to flag events as 

possible tagged two-photon events. The preselection is made if a minimum number 

of good charged tracks and a candidate tag are present in the event. The minimum 

criteria for a track to be considered good are:

•  number of hits in CJ and CV ^  30;

•  the nearest point of approach to the interaction point in ^  2  cm;

• the nearest point of approach to the interaction point in z ̂  50 cm;

• the radius of the first CJ hit ^  75 cm;

• the minimum transverse momentum pt ^  0.1 GeV.

Table 4.1 shows the conditions for an event to be flagged as a tagged two-photon event 

for tag candidates found in the SW, FD or EE calorimeters.

Tagging Subdetector Condition For Candidate Tag Condition For Tracks

SW ^  1 cluster with energy ^  10 GeV No. of tracks ^  2

FD ^  1 cluster with energy ^  10 GeV No. of tracks ^  2

EE ^  1 cluster with energy ^  1 0  GeV 
contained in ^  2  lead-glass blocks 

and with no one block with 
>99% of the cluster energy

No. of tracks ^  1

Table 4.1: Preselection criteria for an event to be flagged as a possible tagged two- 

photon event.
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4 . 2  Further Selection

4.2.1 Subdetector Status

Each subdetector in OPAL is given a status codes of 0 to  3 dependent upon its 

operational status. In table 4.2, the codes and their meanings are given. For events to 

be pass the second stage of selection, CJ, EB, EE, FD and the track trigger (TT) were 

required to be at 100% performance. Additionally, events with the candidate tagged 

electron or positron detected in the SW calorimeter were required to be measured with 

this calorimeter also at 1 0 0 % performance.

Subdetector Description
Status

0 Subdetector is dead or off
1 Subdetector is unreliable
2 Subdetector has minor problems
3 Subdetector is at 100%

Table 4.2: Description of the sub detector status codes.

4.2.2 Track Quality Cuts

Tracks found in the central tracking subdetectors are accepted for use in the 

track-cluster matching and in the final event analysis if they pass selection criteria 

called “track quality cuts” . These cuts are listed below and are made to ensure both 

th a t the energy and momentum of the track are accurately measured (cuts 1-5), and 

tha t the tracks come from the recorded event rather than  from a background or a 

subdetector artifact (cuts 6 -8 ).

1 . the num ber of hits in central je t chamber, CJ ^  20;

2 . fraction of to ta l CT hits expected to come from CJ hits ^  0.1

3. transverse momentum of track, pt,track ^  0 . 1 2  GeV
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4. magnitude of momentum, |ptrack| ^  jBy +  6.0^(0.02)2 +  (0.0015 GeV

5. the polar angle, t̂rack is such th a t, | cos^trackl ^  0.964;

6 . the apparent perpendicular distance from the interaction point in the x — y  plane,

I do I ^  2.0 cm;

7. the apparent z-coordinate from which the track originated |zo| ^  30.0 cm;

8 . radial distance of first measured hit, R1 ^  60.0 cm

Possible sources of rejected background tracks include beam-wall interactions, 

beam -gas interactions or back-scatter in the solenoid from particles th a t have already 

left the je t chamber or mis-measured track segments.

4.2.3 Electrom agnetic and Hadronic Calorimetry Quality Cuts

It is desirable to exclude from the data analysis electromagnetic and hadronic 

clusters caused by bad calibration of the calorimetry or by noisy electronics. Hence, 

each cluster from a calorimeter has to satisfy quality cuts to  be passed on for subsequent 

analysis. The first of these quality cuts is a comparison of each calorimeter cluster to 

a list of known noisy (“hot”) clusters. A cluster is not accepted for further use in the 

analysis if it is known to be hot and has an energy close to th a t expected from noise. 

Table 4.3 shows the further quality cuts tha t must be satisfied for a calorimeter cluster 

to be used in the analysis.

4.2.4 Track-Cluster M atching

AU tracks and calorimeter clusters which pass the quality cuts detailed in 

sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 are input to MT track-cluster matching algorithm [87]. This is 

used to avoid double counting of particle momentum by the central tracking detectors 

and the calorimeters. The electromagnetic clusters from the luminosity calorimeters 

(see section 3.8) are not m atched to tracks as these clusters He outside the region 

in polar angle for tracks to be passed by the quaUty cuts. Hence they are remain 

unchanged by the MT algorithm.
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Electromagnetic Calorimetry
Subdetector Calorimetry Quality Cut

Electromagnetic 
Barrel Calorimeter 
(EB)

Number of adjacent lead-glass blocks in cluster ^  1
AND

Raw energy of the cluster ^  0.1 GeV

Electromagnetic
Endcap
Calorimeter (EE)

Number of adjacent lead-glass blocks in cluster ^  2
AND

Raw energy of the cluster ^  0.25 GeV

Maryland Forward 
Calorimeter (FK)

Energy of cluster ^  1.0 GeV

Silicon-Tungsten 
Calorimeter (SW)

Energy of cluster ^  0.0 GeV

Hadronic Calorimetry

Hadronic Barrel 
Calorimeter (HB)

Number of calorimeter towers ^  1 
AND

Raw energy of the cluster ^  0.6 GeV

Hadronic Endcap 
Calorimeter (HE)

Number of calorimeter towers ^  1 
AND

Raw energy of the cluster ^  0.6 GeV

Hadronic Poletip 
Calorimeter (HP)

Number of calorimeter towers ^  1 

AND
Raw energy of the cluster ^  2.0 GeV

Table 4.3: T he quality cuts for electrom agnetic calorim eter clusters.
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The algorithm contains two stages: the first to m atch tracks and calorimeter 

clusters, and the second to determine the four momentum of the matched track-cluster 

system. Fig. 4.1 shows a schematic representation of how the simplest input (one track 

and one calorimeter cluster) is tested in the algorithm. In the matching stage, the 

track is extrapolated to obtain polar and azimuthal angles at the inner edge of the 

calorimeter. The track and the cluster are m atched if the track lies within the angular 

extent of the cluster in b o th  polar a n d  azimuthal angles to within errors of measure

ment and extrapolation. If the track and cluster are not m atched (Fig. 4.1a), the four 

momenta measured for the track and the cluster are passed on for analysis unchanged. 

If the track and cluster are matched in the algorithm, then the expected energy re

sponse, f(p), of the calorimeter, along with an energy tolerance AJ5(p) is calculated for 

a track of four momentum, p. There are then two possible outcomes dependent upon 

the measured four momenta of the track and of the cluster, q = (Ed,Pci) :

1 . for Ed <  f ( p )  H" AJF(p), the track-cluster system is given the four momentum of 

the track, p, (Fig. 4.1b);

2 . for Ed >  f ( p )  +  A E (p), the matched track-cluster system is given the four- 

m omentum of the track, p , and an additional cluster remains with four momen

tum  (Fig. 4.1c).

This algorithm is applied for all tracks, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter clus

ters within an event. The output is then used in the final selection (section 4.3).

4.3 F inal Selection

The final selection is made by selecting events from the measurement of var

ious events quantities. The event quantities used can be grouped into four categories 

of selection:

1 . the identification and measurement of the tagged electron or positron;

2 . an antitag veto to exclude doubly-tagged two-photon events;

3. a minimum number of charged tracks to cut on backgrounds from 7 7  —> e^e" or

11+

4. cuts based on quantities calculated from the hadronic final state.
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a)
Track
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q = ( E c i .  Pci)

Take both p and q

b)
Track 

Momentum
P  -  ( ^ k i  Ptk)

Cluster 
Momentum 

9  -  (Eel ,  Pci)

C)
Track 

Momentum 
P -  (E|k,  Ptk)

Cluster 
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9 -  (Eel ,  Pel)

WhenE^,<f(p) + AE(p) 
take only p

When Ej|>f(p)+AE(p) 
take both p and [E ,̂- f(p)] q

cl

Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of how tracks and clusters are tested for possible 

matching to the same cause particle using the MT algorithm. In a), the track and 

cluster are not matched and so are left unchanged by the algorithm. In b), the track 

and cluster are matched and the energy of the cluster, Ed, is less than or equal to the 

calculated energy response, f(jp), of the calorimeter for a track with four momentum 

itp  plus a tolerance energy AE(p). The cluster is removed whilst the track and its four 

momentum are kept. In c), Ed is larger than expected from the track alone. The track 

is outputted unchanged along with a cluster of four momentum ^
Ed
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Three subdetectors are used to in this analysis to identify tagged electrons: the 

SW, the FD and the EE calorimeters. The data samples were collected at beam energies 

of 44.6—46.6 GeV (labelled L E P l), 80.5 GeV (labelled LEP2) and 85.0—86.0 GeV (also 

labelled LEP2). The final selection cuts (see sections 4.3.2-4.3.4) used are different for 

each subdetector used to identify the tag and also between the L E P l and LEP2 samples 

due to  the changes in the background inherent to increasing the beam energy.

4.3.1 Event Quantities for Final Selection.

The output of tracks and calorimeter clusters from the MT matching algo

rithm  is used to calculate measured quantities for each event. Some of these quantities 

are used to  make a final selection of singly tagged two-photon events from a sample 

containing signal and background events.

A tagged electron is identified as the highest energy calorimeter cluster in 

an event. The polar angle of the tag, ^tag, is calculated relative to the nearest beam 

direction in 0 so th a t ^tag < t t / 2 .

An “antitag” condition is imposed to remove doubly-tagged events. A candi

date for the other scattered beam particle (the second tag) involved in the event is made 

by identifying the highest energy cluster in the endcap, forward and silicon-tungsten 

electromagnetic calorimeters, with energy in the hemisphere opposite to  the tag, 

where the division of the hemispheres is defined by the OPAL x -y  plane. Fig. 4.2 

shows the polar angle, ^a, of the generated second tag relative to the beam direction 

for HERWIG and F2GEN Monte Carlo samples. Less than  0.1% of events in either 

sample are expected to be detected at polar angles large enough to be detected in the 

central region.

The identifications of the tag and the candidate second tag are made before 

the track-cluster matching described in section 4.2.4. The of the probe photon is 

calculated from the energy of the tag, ^tag? and ^tag using:

=  2F7b-E'tag(l ~  cos ^tag) (4.1)

where E\y is the beam energy. For tags measured in the electromagnetic endcap (EE) 

calorimeters, the energy, Ê tag.cone, in a cone around the tag excluding the tag energy
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Figure 4.2: The generated polar angle, 9ai of the antitag electron or positron for 

HERWIG and F2GEN Pointlike samples. The dot-dashed line marks the boundary in 

acceptance between the barrel and endcap calorimeters of OPAL.
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and the energy, ^opp.conc, in a cone around the direction exactly opposite to the tag di

rection are calculated. The cones are defined to have size Rconc =  0.5 in pseudorapidity, 

7] = — ln ta n ^ / 2 , and azimuthal angle, ÿ.

In principle, the invariant mass, of the tw o-photon system in an event

could be measured either by using four momenta of the scattered electron and positron 

beam particles, or by recording the four momenta of all the final state hadrons. How

ever this measurement is not possible since, by definition, only one electron is detected 

in singly-tagged two-photon events and additionally OPAL is not hermetic in its accep

tance of hadrons. Instead, an estimate for is obtained by calculating the visible

invariant mass, Wvis> of all the tracks and clusters (excluding the tagged electron or 

positron) using:

-  Z A  (4.2)

and where the sum is performed over all tracks and clusters (excluding double count

ing). The measurement of Wvis is an im portant quantity as it is used in the final 

selection cuts. A selection of H'vis ^  2.5 GeV is used to obtain final samples outside 

the poorly understood resonance region. From Wvis and it is possible to calculate 

Zvis as a corresponding estimate of the true x of the event using:

Q '
—

(O ' +
(4.3)

The vectorial sum of the momenta of all tracks and clusters (excluding the tag) 

is used to  define interesting quantities in terms of the net event transverse momentum 

and the net momentum coUinear with the beam axis. Two components of the event 

transverse momentum are defined and calculated relative to the plane formed by the 

beam and the tag directions (called the tag-beam  plane): the component, pt.in? in 

the tag-beam  plane, and the component, pt.out» out of the tag-beam  plane. From the 

momentum conservation considerations and since efficiency for detecting hadrons is 

very good except at small polar angles (and hence at small transverse momenta), pt.in 

should balance the tag transverse momentum and pt.out should be small for singly- 

tagged two-photon events. Hence, the balanced transverse momentum, pt.bai? of the 

event in the tag-beam  plane is defined using the transverse momentum of the tag,

Pt.tag)

P t,hel —  Pt,in 4" Pt.tag (d»4)
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The net event momentum, Pz,event is used to calculate the missing component, Pz,miss') 

of event momentum parallel to the beam axis:

P z,m iss  —  Pz,event 4" Pz,tag 4" Pz,a (4»5)

where Pz.tag is the component of the tag momentum along the beam direction and pz,a 

is the component of the untagged electron or positron along the beam direction where 

it is assumed th a t it carries the fuU beam energy and is parallel to  the beam axis in 

the direction opposite to the tag hemisphere.

4.3.2 Final Selection for Tags Found in SW

The final selection cuts for tags found in the SW calorimeters are shown in 

table 4.4. The cuts are optimised to pass the maximum number of signal two-photon 

events into the final data  sample whilst minimising the number of background events 

in th a t sample.

In 1995, LEP was operated in 4+4 bunchtrain mode (see section 3.1.3) with 

each bunchtrain containing 4 bunchlets. The trigger conditions for OPAL were set up 

so th a t the SW calorimeters were read out during the beam -beam  crossing of the third 

bunchlets of each bunchtrain at the centre of the OPAL detector. Due to the difficulty 

in reconstructing the luminosity for the third bunchlet crossings only, the tags from 

SW in 1995 have been left out of the L E P l part of this analysis.

The ^tag cuts are made to make sure the tags are measured within the good 

acceptance of the SW calorimeters. As described in 3.8.1, at the beginning of 1996, 

the lower limit in 0 of the clear acceptance of the calorimeter increased to  32 mrad.

The other changes in the cuts between L E P l and LEP2 data  samples are due 

to the changes in backgrounds with the increase in beam energy.

4.3.3 Final Selection for Tags Found in FD

The final selection cuts for tags found in the clean acceptance of the forward 

luminosity calorimeters (FD) are shown in table 4.5. The data  sample for L E P l is com-
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Type of Selection Selection Criteria

Tag Selection 0.775 jFb <  ^tag ^  1.2 Eb L E P l
Etag ^  0.775 Eb LEP2

31 ^  t̂ag ^  55 mrad L E P l
33 ^  t̂ag ^  55 m rad LEP2

Antitag Veto Ea <  0.25 Eb L E P l
F7a ^  0.08 F7b LEP2

Charged Particle 
Multiplicity

^tracks ^  2 L E P l & LEP2

Hadronic Final state 2.5 ^  Wvis <  40 GeV L E P l & LEP2

Pt.bai < 3 GeV L E P l only

Pt.out < 3 GeV L E P l only

Table 4.4: The final selection cuts for singly-tagged tw o-photon events where the 

tagged electron or positron is found in one of the silicon tungsten (SW) calorimeters.

prised of data  taken from 1994 and 1995 since the data sample for 1995 was unaffected 

by the change from bunches to bunchtrains.

The cuts on ^tag were made to accept tags only within the clear acceptance 

of FD. Below 59 m rad, FD lies in the shadow of SW (see section 3.8, Fig. 3.9).

4.3.4 Final Selection for Tags Found in EE

Table 4.6 shows the final selection for events with tags found in the EE 

calorimeters. Only events from 1994 and 1995 are used. The cross-section (see ta 

ble 4.7) prevents an analysis of this high region at the LEP2 energies until much
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Type of Selection Selection Criteria

Tag Selection Etag ^  0.775 Eb L E P l 
Etag ^  0.6 Eb LEP2

60 ^  ^tag ^  120 m rad L E P l h  LEP2

A ntitag Veto Ea <  0.25 Eb L E P l 
Ea ^  0.08 Fb LEP2

Charged Particle 
Multiplicity

Ntracks >  2 L E P l k  LEP 2

Hadronic Final state 2.5 ^  Wvis ^  40 GeV L E P l k  LEP2

Table 4.5: The final selection cuts for singly-tagged tw o-photon events where the 

tagged electron or positron is found in one of the forward luminosity (FD) calorimeters.

more data  is collected. W ith the integrated luminosities from the 1996 runs, only a 

handful of events are observed.

4.3.5 D ata Samples after Final Selection

Table. 4.7 shows the number of events passing the final selection criteria for 

each year during which data was collected and used in this analysis. It can be clearly 

seen th a t the cross-section decreases with increasing polar angle of the tagging detector 

from the beam  line.

4.4  B ackground E stim ation

There are many processes tha t can lead to the faking of signal events. Before 

conclusions can be drawn from the final data samples, it is necessary to estim ate the
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Type of Selection Selection Criteria

Tag Selection 0.75 Eb ^  Etag < 1.2 ÆJb L E P l

200 ^  t̂ag ^  500 mrad L E P l

- t̂ag.cone < 2 GeV L E P l

^opp.conc < 1 GeV L E P l

Antitag Veto ^  0.15 Eb L E P l

Charged Particle 
Multiplicity

Ntracks ^  2 LE Pl

Hadronic Final state 2.5 ^  Wvis ^  25 GeV L E P l

Pt.bai <  5 GeV L E Pl

Pt.out < 4 GeV L E P l

- 0 .5  E h  ^  Pz,mi8s ^  0.5 E h L E Pl

Table 4.6: The final selection cuts for singly-tagged two-photon events where the 

tagged electron or positron is found in one of the endcap lead-glass electromagnetic 

calorimeters (EE).
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Year Beam
Energy
(GeV)

Integrated
Luminosity

(P b - ')

Number of Events 
Passed Final 

Selection

Cross-section
(pb)

1994 45.6
55.51 ±  0.04 
58.62 ±  0.05

SW
FD
EE

4253 ±  65.2 
1815 ±  42.6 

52 ±  7.2

102.83 ±  1.17 
30.96 ±  0.73 

0.89 ±  0.12

1995 45.6
33.62 ±  0.05 FD

EE
1153 ±  34.0 

30 ±  5.5
34.30 ±  1.01 

0.89 ±  0.16

1996 80.5
7.21 ±  0.04
7.22 ±  0.04

SW
FD

459 ±  21.4 
201 ±  14.2

66.29 ±  2.97 
27.85 ±  1.97

1996 8 6 . 0
1 0 .0 2  ±  0.06 
10.03 ±  0.06

SW
FD

502 ±  22.4 
241 ±  15.5

50.10 ±  2.24 
24.03 ±  1.55

Table 4.7: Number of events passing the final selection cuts and the corresponding 

measured cross-section given in terms of year and beam energy. The errors shown are 

statistical only.

number of background events tha t survive the final selection of the data sample. The 

process of background estimation is an integral part in choosing selection criteria which 

maximise the number of signal events in the final data sample whilst minimising the 

background.

The main sources of background for the production of hadrons via multipe

ripheral two-photon events (Fig. 4.3a) are:

• e+e —> Z°/7 * —> hadrons (Fig. 4.3b);

• e+e" —> Z°/7 * T+T" (Fig. 4.3c);

• e^e e^e 7 7 * e^e r '^ r  (Fig. 4.3d);

• non-m ultiperipheral e^e" — e‘*'e~ +  hadrons (Fig. 4.3e-g);

• e+e" -4- e+e"7 7 * —> e+ e 'e+ e" (Fig. 4.3h);

• e+e" e+e"7 7 * e+ e '/z^ //"  (Fig. 4.3i);

• beam gas events
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a) H adron p roduction  in m ultiperipheral 
tw o-photon  e v en ts

z/Y*

z/y

b) P roduction  of h ad ro n s  via Z / y* 
in e^e' annihilation

c) Tau pair p roduction  via Z / y 
in e*e' annihilation

d) Tau pair production  in m ulitperipheral 
tw o-pho ton  e v en ts

e) Ferm ion pair production  via 
e*e' annihilation

g) Four ferm ion p roduction  

via con v ersio n

h) E lectron-positron  production

e

Z /y *

f) Ferm ion pair p roduction  via 
B rem sstrah lung

in m ultiperipheral tw o-photon ev en ts

i) Muon pair production  
in m ulitperipheral tw o-pho ton  ev en ts

Figure 4.3: Diagrams showing the lowest order contributions to the process 7 7  f f f f  

as well as background processes to e’*"e“ —> e"*'e~ 7 7  —> e^e" + hadrons. Unlabelled 

boson lines represent photons only.
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Various Monte Carlo generators have been used to  simulate these background 

processes with each event passed through the OPAL detector simulation program [8 8 ] 

so th a t the background can be compared with, and subtracted from, the data  samples 

on the detector level. Tables 4.8- 4.11 show the luminosities and numbers of events 

generated to simulate the various sources of background for each data  sample, along 

with the number (both the actual number and the number normalised to the data 

luminosity) of events th a t pass the final selection.

4.4.1 Hadron Production from Z® Decay

This process (see Fig. 4.3b) involves the annihilation of an electron and a 

positron into a Z° or a virtual photon, 7 *. The 2 ^ /7 * then decays into a quark- 

antiquark pair which into fragment into hadrons.

At L E P l, the colliding beams were created with centre-of-m ass energies close 

to the mass and hence this is clearly a very im portant background source as there 

are many more Z° production events than there are tagged tw o-photon events (see 

Fig. 1.3). The final selection criteria have therefore been designed to have a high 

efficiency for rejecting these events.

An im portant exploited characteristic of Z° events is th a t the hadronic activity 

tends to be less peaked at low polar angles than  th a t of tagged two-photon events. This 

is particularly im portant for tags found in the SW and FD where the chances of a Z° 

event producing a cluster in either tagging detector is small. Additionally, the chance 

of producing a fake tag from Z° events decreases with the energy of the “tag” . As a 

result, the imposition of a minimum tag energy used on all data  samples is extremely 

effective in cutting down the size of this background source.

For tags found in the EE calorimeters, two further cuts are made on activity 

around the tag and around the direction opposite to the tag. The first of these cuts is 

to try  to ensure tha t the candidate tag is isolated, as would be likely for an electron 

or positron tag but would be unlikely for a tag faked by hadronic activity. The second 

cut makes use of the fact th a t the TP decay tends to produce two back-to—back jets of 

hadrons.
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As the beam -beam  centre-of-mass energy increases away from the TP mass, 

the cross-section for this type of event decreases rapidly and so this source of back

ground is much smaller at LEP2 (see tables 4.10 and 4.11).

Several generators were used to simulate this background for each of the three 

samples at different beam -beam  centre-of-mass energies, y/s. For comparison with the 

data samples, 4M Z° hadrons events were generated using JETSET at y/s equal 

to the TP mass peak, 180k events were generated at y/s = 161 GeV using PYTHIA, 

HERWIG and ARIADNE [89], and at y/s = 171 — 172 GeV, a sample of 300k events 

was generated using PYTHIA and HERWIG.

4.4.2 Tau Pair Production from Z® Decay

In addition to the hadronic decays of the Z°/7 * formed in e+e" annihilation, 

it is also possible for the Z°/7 * interm ediate state to decay to a pair (Fig 4.3c).

The KORALZ [90] generator was used to generate 375k events at y/s = 91.28 GeV, 

1 0 0 k events at y/s — 161.0 GeV, and 100k events at y/s =  171.0 GeV. Tables 4.8- 4.11 

show tha t the final selection is more effective at removing the Z°/7 * —> t * t ~  than  the 

TPI/  hadrons and th a t the background from the r  pair final state is less than  0.9%

in all L E P l samples and negligible for all LEP2 samples.

4.4.3 Tau Pair Production in Two—Photon Events

r  pair production (Fig. 4.3d) in two-photon interactions is a very im portant 

source of background at all y/s and for each of the ^tag ranges. The vertices between 

the beam particles and the radiated photons are identical for two-photon events with 

r  pair final states and with hadronic final states, so any separation of the two processes 

relies upon cuts made on final state quantities rather than on tag and antitag criteria. 

It is extremely difficult, however, to distinguish between the decay products of r  pairs 

and the final state formed in hadronic two-photon events, and so a significant amount 

of this type of background passes the final selection. The contamination of the data 

from e'*'e“ —» e‘*‘e~7 7 * e‘*‘e“ r'*‘r “ is estim ated using the VERMASEREN generator
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described in section 2 . 8  with the r  pairs decayed using the r  branching ratio tables in 

JETSET.

For y/s = 91.2 GeV, 9221 events were generated for tags in SW and 1 0 k 

events were generated for FD and EE tags. For the LEP2 data  samples, 40k events 

were generated at y/s =  161 GeV and 41k at y/s = 171 GeV.

4.4.4 Non-M ultiperipheral Processes: 4-Ferm ion Final States

Fig. 4.3e)-g) show diagrams of processes which give rise to the same final 

state  as the m ultiperipheral (two-photon) process. The FERMISV [91] Monte Carlo 

generator is used to estim ate the contribution of these processes to the background in 

the data  sample. FERMISV incorporates both exchange diagrams and inter

ference term s, and the Z°/7 * decays into either a lepton-antilepton pair or a

quark-antiquark {qq) pair.

For the L E P l background study, 4290, 4170, 5600 and 5550 events were gen

erated for the Z°/7 * decays into qq (q = u, d, «, c, 6 ), T+T", and e+e" respectively.

The corresponding numbers of events for the LEP2 samples are 9075, 1460, 4700 and 

1000 for y/s = 161 GeV, and 8435, 1500, 4500 and 18000 for y/s = 171 GeV. At all 

energies and ^tag ranges, the number of events th a t pass the final selection, is less than 

0 .1 % of the size of the data sample and so is neglected.

4.4.5 M uon and Electron Fair Production in Two—Photon  

Events

In addition to a e+e" T+T" final state (section 4.4.3), two-photon interactions 

at LEP produce and e+e"e+e" leptonic final states which need to  be esti

m ated in the background. The final selection criteria of more than  two charged tracks is 

effective in reducing the size of this background and samples from the VERMASEREN 

Monte Carlo generator are used to estimate the number of events remaining after the 

final selection. 400k and 400k e+e e+e" events at y/s = 91.2 GeV, 180k

and 282k e+e"e+e" events at y/s = 161 GeV and 183k and 300k
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e+e e+e" events at y/s =  171 GeV were generated and passed through. OPAL simula

tion. At all energies, the e+e" —>• e+e" background is estim ated at less than

0 .1 % of the data  sample and is neglected.

4.4.6 W  Pair Production

As can be seen in Fig. 1.3, it becomes necessary to estim ate the background 

from the production of W  pairs at LEP2  y/s. The HERWIG, PYTHIA and KO

RA LW [92] Monte Carlo generators were used to generate 240k and 300k events at 

y/s = 161 GeV and y/s = 171 GeV respectively. The contributions to the final data 

samples from these events is less than 0.05% and so this background source is neglected 

in the  final analysis.

4.5 B eam  Gas E vents

Residual gas from the beam pipe can interact with particles in the beams. 

An “off-momentum” electron (or positron) is a beam particle th a t has lost energy and 

is scattered into the detector after an interaction of this type. This off-momentum 

particle can fake a tagged electron (positron). Additionally, if another interaction 

producing charged particles takes place close to the centre of, and during the same 

active period of, the detector then the coincidence of these events can fake the signature 

of a singly-tagged two-photon event.

These type of events provide a m ajor background source within the data 

sample th a t is effectively removed by requiring a minimum for a selected

event. The effects of this background are clearly visible in Fig. 4.4b) and especially 

Fig. 4.5a) and c). The peaks are especially prominent for the LEP2 samples with tags 

in the SW calorimeters. The cut in F?tag/^b is set at higher -Btag than, and well away 

from, the peaks in the beam -gas background spectrum at ~50% of E\y.
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Figure 4.4: Plots showing the estimated contribution of the main background processes 

to the L E Pl data samples. AU of the final selection criteria are appUed except the cut 

on Etag/Eb. The tagging detectors are a) the SW calorimeters , b) the FD calorimeters 

and c) the EE calorimeters. Each plot shows the estimates of the background sources 

Z° -H- hadrons, 7 7 * —> e+e" and 7 7 * —̂ r + r “ added together to show the sum of 

their contributions. The shading for each background sample is different to show their 

individual contributions. The points are data with statistical errors only.
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Figure 4.5: Plots showing the estimated contribution of the main background processes 

to the LEP2  data samples for the ratio of energies £'tag/£'b. All of the final selection 

criteria are applied except the cut on F^tag/^b- Plots a) and b) show the data samples 

at y 5 ~  161 GeV. Plots c) and d) show the data samples at yjs ~  171 GeV. The 

tagging detectors are a), c) the SW calorimeters and b),d) the FD calorimeters. Each 

plot shows the estimates of the background sources Z° —> hadrons, 7 7 * e+e" and 

7 7 * T + r“ added together to show the sum of their contributions. The points are 

data with statistical errors only.
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Event Luminosity No of Events No of Selected Events
Generator (p b -i) Selected Normalised to D ata
SW TAGS:
JETSET
e+e^ —> hadrons 135.2 31 17.0
FERMISV
e‘*'e“ —> e^eTqq 1 0 0 0 .0 0 0 . 0

e+e" —> e^e e^e" 1 0 0 0 .0 0 0 . 0

e+e"  ̂ —> e+e^/4+/4" 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 .0

e+e" —> e+e"T"*"T" 1 0 0 0 .0 0 0 . 0

KORALZ
e+e~ Z° - f  r + r “ 253.1 0 0 . 6

VERMASEREN
e"*'e“ —> e"*"e“ 7 7  —>• e+e" r'*‘r “ 151.1 311 114.3
e+eT —> e‘*"e~ 7 7  —> e+e^/i^/A" 456.0 8 1 .0

e+eT —̂ e"'"e" 7 7  —> e+e"e+e" 392.1 310 43.9
DATA 55.51 4253
TOTAL 177
BACKGROUND

FD TAGS:
JETSET
e'*'e“ —> hadrons 135.2 126 8 6 . 0

FERMISV
e+e" —> e+e"gg 1 0 0 0 .0 3 0.3
e+eT —> e+e e+e" 1 0 0 0 .0 0 0 . 0

e+e“ — e+e"/4+/4"" 1 0 0 0 .0 0 0 . 0

e+e" —> e"*'e~r‘*'T“ 1 0 0 0 .0 1 0 .1

KORALZ
e+e” -> Z° ^  r + r " 253.1 8 2.9
VERMASEREN
e+e" —>• e"*'e” 7 7  e+e" T+T" 281.1 522 171.3
e+e" —> e'*'e“ 7 7  —> e'*‘e“ /i" /̂z~ 456.0 6 1 .2

e‘*'e“ - 4- e’̂ e“ 7 7  —4 e+eTe+e" 392.1 231 54.3
DATA 92.24 2968
TOTAL 316
BACKGROUND

Table 4.8: E stim ated  num ber of LEP 1 background events for tags found in the  SW

and FD calorim eters th a t survive the  final selection criteria. The num ber of events are

also shown norm alised to  the  same lum inosity as the  data .
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Event
Generator

Luminosity
(P b -i)

No of Events 
Selected

No of Selected Events 
Normalised to  D ata

EE TAGS:
JETSET
e+eT —> hadrons 135.2 9 6 .1

FERMISV
e+e" —  ̂ e'^e~qq 1 0 0 0 .0 0 0 . 0

e+e" e+eTe+e" 1 0 0 0 .0 0 0 . 0

e+eT — e+e~f£^fi~ 1 0 0 0 .0 0 0 . 0

e+e“ e+e~T+r" 1 0 0 0 .0 0 0 .0

KORALZ
e+e" —> Z° —> r + r " 253.1 2 0.7
VERMASEREN
e+e" —» e+e~ 7 7  —> e+e" r + r " 281.1 24 7.9
e+e" —>■ e+e" 7 7  —>■ e+e"ft+/4" 456.0 2 1 4.2
e+e" —» e+e" 7 7  e+e"e+e" 392.1 1 0 2.3
DATA 92.24 82
TOTAL 2 1

BACKGROUND

Table 4.9: Estim ated number of LEP 1 background events for tags found in the EE 

calorimeters and which survive the final selection criteria. The number of events are 

also shown normalised to the same luminosity as the data.
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Event Luminosity No of Events No of Selected Events
Generator (P b -i) Selected Normalised to  D ata
SW TAGS:
JE TSE T
e+e" -4- hadrons 407.8 18 0.3
FERM ISV
e+e" — e+e"gg 25000.0 1 0 . 0

e+e" —> e+e"e+e" 5000.0 0 0 .0

e+e" —> e+e"/4+/i" 5000.0 0 0 .0

e+e" —4- e + e " r+ r" 5000.0 0 0 . 0

KORALZ
e+e" -4. Z° ^  r + r " 8159.3 0 0 . 0

W W
e+e" —4 W +W " —4 all decays 57931.2 1 0 .0

VERMASEREN
e+e" —4 e+e"77 —4 e+e" r + r " 1 0 0 .0 213 15.4
e+e" —4> e+e" 7 7  e+e"/z+/i" 94.6 2 0 .2

e+e" —4 e+e" 7 7  e+e"e+e" 1 0 0 .0 1 0 2 7.4
DATA 7.21 459
TOTAL 23
BACKGROUND
FD TAGS:
JETSET
e+e" hadrons 407.8 8 8 1 .6

FERM ISV
e + e "  —4 e + e " g g 25000.0 27 0 . 0

e+e" —4 e+e"e+e" 5000.0 7 0 .0

e + e "  e + e " / i + / i " 5000.0 6 0 .0

e+e" —4 e + e " r+ r" 5000.0 7 0 . 0

KORALZ
e+e" -H. Z° —4 r + r " 8159.3 0 0 .0

WW
e+e" —4 W +W " —4 all decays 57931.2 1 0 . 0

VERMASEREN
e+e" —4 e+e"77 —4 e+e" r + r " 1 0 0 .0 172 12.4
e + e "  —4 e + e " 7 7  —4 e + e " / z + / i " 94.6 1 0 .1

e+e" e+e"77 —4 e+e"e+e" 1 0 0 .0 46 3.3
DATA 7.22 2 0 1

TOTAL 17
BACKGROUND

Table 4.10: E stim ated  num ber of LEP 2 {^y/s ~  161 GeV) background events th a t

survive th e  final selection criteria. The num ber of events are also shown norm alised to

the  sam e lum inosity as the  data .
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Event Luminosity No of Events No of Selected Events
Generator (p b -i) Selected Normalised to D ata
SW TAGS:
JE TSE T
e + e "  —> hadrons 1056.7 43 0.4
FERM ISV
e+e" —> e+e"gg 25747.9 2 0 . 0

e+e" —> e+e"e+e" 5000.0 3 0 . 0

e+e" —» e+e"/4+/i" 5000.0 0 0 . 0

e + e "  -4 . e + e " r + r " 2300.0 0 0 . 0

KORALZ
e + e "  Z °  - 4  r + r " 9345.8 0 0 . 0

WW
e+e" —>■ W +W " —4 all decays 21013.8 1 0 . 0

VERMASEREN
e + e "  —4 e + e " 7 7  e + e "  r + r " 1 0 0 .0 208 20.9
e + e "  —>• e + e " 7 7  e + e ~ / ^ + / i " 1 0 0 .8 3 0.3
e + e "  —> e + e " 7 7  e + e " e + e " 1 0 0 .0 77 7.7
DATA 1 0 .0 2 502
TOTAL 29
BACKGROUND
FD TAGS:
JETSET
e+e" —> hadrons 1056.7 135 1.3
FERM ISV
e+e" —> e+e"gg 25747.9 25 0 . 0

e+e" e+e"e+e" 5000.0 3 0 .0

e+e" —4 e+e"/4+/4" 5000.0 9 0 .0

e + e "  —4 e + e " r + r " 2300.0 5 0 . 0

KORALZ
e+e" ^  Z° -> r + r " 9345.8 0 0 .0

W W
e+e" —4 W +W " —4 all decays 21013.8 1 0 . 0

VERMASEREN
e + e "  e + e " 7 7  —>■ e + e "  r + r " 1 0 0 .0 158 15.8
e + e "  e + e " 7 7  —>• e + e " / x + / i " 1 0 0 .8 2 0 .2

e + e "  —4 e + e " 7 7  e + e " e + e " 1 0 0 .0 46 4.6
DATA 10.03 241
TOTAL 2 2

BACKGROUND

Table 4.11: E stim ated  num ber of LEP 2 { y / s  ~  171 GeV) background events th a t

survive th e  final selection criteria. The num ber of events are also shown norm alised to

the  same lum inosity as the  data .
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4.6 Trigger Efficiencies

4.6.1 Calculation o f Trigger Efficiencies for Events w ith FD  

and EE Tags

The trigger efficiencies for FD and EE tags are calculated by the same m ethod 

employed in [2, 46]. This method relies upon the use of two independent triggers, T  

and 'H. This independence is taken to mean tha t the likelihood of one of the triggers 

firing is unaffected by the firing state of the other trigger. Hence, a data sample of N  

events can be divided into 4 subsamples according to the state  of these two triggers:

1 . Nnot events where neither trigger fires,

2. Nq- events where trigger T  fires whilst trigger 'H does not,

3. N ji events where trigger T  does no fire whilst trigger 'H fires, and

4. Nq-n events where both triggers fire.

The efficiencies tq  and e-̂  of the triggers T  and 7i respectively are calculated using

-  =  ivïSk
N qn

=
^Tn +

Assuming th a t all events cause at least one of the two triggers to  fire, then the estim ated 

to tal trigger efficiency, eqoT-i is:

e ro r  =  [1 ~  (1 ~  ^t )(1 ~  (4.7)

4.6.2 Estim ation o f Efficiency for Events w ith FD and EE Tags

For singly-tagged tow-photon events, the event can be trigger-selected by 

causing the firing of at least one of:

• an FDHIOR trigger (table 3.1) from a tag in one of the FD calorimeters;
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• an EEL(R)HI trigger from a tag in the left (right) EE calorimeter;

• a stand alone trigger from a track and/or calorimeter trigger;

a programmed coincidence of triggers.

Year Eb(GeV) N N t Nji N th ET(%) c%(%) eror(%)

FD Tags
1994 44.6-46.6 1815 0 683 1132 62.3 100.0 100.0
1995 44.6-46.6 1153 0 592 561 51.3 100.0 100.0
1996 80.5 201 0 4 197 98.0 100.0 100.0
1996 85.0-86.0 241 0 10 231 95.9 100.0 100.0

EE Tags
1994 44.6-46.6 52 17 0 35 100.0 67.3 100.0
1995 44.6-46.6 30 12 0 18 100.0 60.0 100.0

Table 4.12: Estim ated trigger efficiencies for tags found in the FD and EE calorimeters

4.6.3 Calculation o f Trigger Efficiencies for Events w ith SW

Tags

No SW trigger condition for tag candidates was set up independent of the 

triggers for the hadronic final state. Accordingly, the method for calculating the trigger 

efficiencies for tags found in the SW calorimeters is different from th a t of section 4.6.1 

and is the same as described in [93].

Three sets of triggers (A,B,C) with high efficiencies are chosen. A,B and C 

can each be any one of:

• a single stand alone trigger;

• a coincidence of triggers;

• a collection of different triggers.
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The result, of a trigger set, A, for an event is defined as:

Ta =  0 if triggerset A is not fired (4.8)

=  1 if triggerset A is fired

with Tb and Tc  defined correspondingly for trigger sets B and C.

The trigger set A is used to define a subset of N ' events from the data  sample 

of N  events for which Ta =  1. The efficiencies for trigger sets B and C are assumed to

remain the same for Ta =  0 and Ta =  1. This data subset of N ' events is then used to

calculate the correlation, corr®^, between the trigger sets B and C:

c o r r = ( :  =  ^  ^  ~  b̂ )(T c  -  4 )  ( 4 . 9 )

N  ctb(tc

where e^, are the trigger efficiencies of B, C defined for the N ' events:

1
=  jÿrÈïB 

1

(4.10)

N

and crj3 , ac  are the standard deviations:

^  ' ^ { T b -  ^b Y 

-  ecY

(4.11)

The triggers B and C are independent if corr®^ % 0. The trigger efficiency, 

6tot  for the whole data  set (Ta =  1 or 0 ) is

etot =  cb +  ec7 — 6b ^c (4.12)

where ejj and ec are calculated using Eqn. 4.10 by performing the sums over all N  

events.

4.6.4 Estim ation o f Efficiency for Events w ith SW  Tags

Table 4.13 shows the estim ated trigger efficiencies, exoT’, for the LEP 1 and 

LEP 2 data  sets with SW tags. These estimates are lower limits on the true trigger
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efficiency since not all triggers with low efficiencies were considered for the formation 

of independent triggers.

For the LEP 1 and LEP 2 >/s ~  161 GeV data samples, the trigger sets chosen

are:

tr ig g e r  A

(TPEM L.A N D .TPTTR).O R.(TPEM R.A N D .TPTTL).O R.

(SW HIOR.AND.(TPEM L.OR.TPEM R)).OR.

((TM l.OR.TPTOl).AND.(EERLO.OR.EELLO))

tr ig g e r  B

(SW H I0R .A N D .TB M 1).0R .(TPTT0.A N D .TB EB S)

tr ig g e r  C

TPTTEM .

Some trigger definitions were changed or removed for the LEP 2 ~  171 GeV data

taking, and hence the trigger sets for this data sample are:

t r ig g e r  A

(TPEM L.A N D .TPTTR).O R.(TPEM R.A N D .TPTTL).O R.

(SW HIOR.AND.(TPEM L.OR.TPEM R)).OR.

(T M 1.A N D .(E ER L0.0R .EELL0))

tr ig g e r  B

(SW H I0R.AND.TBM 1).0R.(EEPRLR.AND.TBEBS)

tr ig g e r  C 

TPTTEM .

Year Eb (GeV) (%) EC (%) corr®^ €t OT (%)
1994 44.6-46.6 91.2 63.1 0.0610 96.8
1996 80.5 86.1 67.3 0.0005 95.4
1996 85.0-86.0 60.8 78.9 0.0338 91.7

Table 4.13: E stim ated  trigger efficiencies for tags found in th e  SW calorim eters



Chapter 5 

Comparing Data and Monte Carlo 
Samples

5.1 M onte Carlo G enerator Sam ples

Three Monte Carlo generators were used to simulate singly-tagged two photon

events:

•  HERWIG [8]

.  PYTHIA [9] 

e F2GEN [10]

The methods of generation for the HERWIG and PYTHIA multipurpose generators 

are described in section 2.7 along with a brief description of the F2GEN generator. A 

fuller description of the algorithm used in the F2GEN program is detailed in chapter 7. 

The param eterisations used for were GRV (LO) for HERWIG and F2GEN and 

SaSlD for PYTHIA.

Table 5.1 shows the numbers of events, cross-sections and integrated lumi

nosities for the samples generated using each Monte Carlo program. These samples 

were generated at e+e" beam energies, of 45.6 GeV, 80.5 GeV and 85.5 — 86.0 GeV 

and then passed through the simulation program for the OPAL detector.
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Event
Generator

Tagging
Detector(s)

Beam Energy 
(GeV)

Number of 
Events

Cross-section
(pb)

Luminosity
(p b - i)

SW 45.6 49980 721.2 69.3
FD 45.6 49889 245.6 203.1

F2GEN
EE 45.6 10000 15.4 649.9

SW & FD 80.5 50000 994.0 50.3
S W & F D 85.5 50000 1039.5 48.1

SW 45.6 50000 526.0 95.1
FD 45.6 49863 275.9 180.7

HERWIG
EE 45.6 9999 7.4 1353.9

SW & FD 80.5 100000 960.6 104.1

SW 45.6 49799 379.9 131.1
FD 45.6 40000 172.3 232.1

PYTHIA
EE 45.6 10000 6.2 1605.1

S W & F D 80.5 100000 694.9 143.9
SW & FD 86.0 100000 722.5 138.4

Table 5.1: The number of events generated, cross-sections and integrated luminosities 

for the singly-tagged two-photon Monte Carlo samples used for comparison with the 

data samples.
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For all Monte Carlo samples, a cut of > 3 GeV^ was imposed on gener

ator level. Additionally, a minimum cut was set at 1.0 GeV^ except for the L E P l 

HERWIG and PYTHIA samples where it was set at 1.5 GeV^. Cuts in ^tag are made in 

the detector level selection to eliminate discrepancies between the Monte Carlo samples 

arising from the different minimum generator level cuts. In each sample, n /  =  4 

active quark flavours were used with charm mass rric = 1 . 5  GeV for HERWIG and 

F2GEN, and =  1.3 GeV for PYTHIA.

5.2 C ross-S ection s

Event
Sample

Tagging
Detector(s)

Number of 
Events

■Yctit*

Integrated 
Luminosity 

C (p b -i)

^  cuts

(ph)

D ata SW 4217 ± 65 55.5 76.0 ±  1.2
HERWIG SW 6235 ± 79 95.1 65.6 ±  0.8
PYTHIA SW 8875 ± 94 131.1 67.7 ±  0.7

F2GEN Pointlike SW 5100 ± 71 69.3 73.6 ±  1.0

D ata FD 2656 ± 57 92.2 28.8 ±  0.6
HERWIG FD 5134 ± 72 180.7 28.4 ±  0.4
PYTHIA FD 6273 ± 79 232.1 27.0 ±  0.3

F2GEN Pointlike FD 5846 ± 76 203.1 28.8 ±  0.4

D ata EE 66 ± 8 92.2 0.71± 0.09
HERWIG EE 998 ± 32 1353.9 0.74± 0.02
PYTHIA EE 1065 ± 33 1605.1 0.66± 0.02

F2GEN Pointlike EE 490 ± 22 649.9 0.75± 0.03

Table 5.2: The number of events passing the final selection criteria, and the correspond

ing cross-sections, (Tcutâ  for the L E P l data and Monte Carlo samples. The numbers for 

the data  sample of events with SW tags are corrected to account for trigger efficiencies. 

The estim ated background is subtracted from each data sample.

Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show the number of events, Ncuts^ passing the final selection 

criteria for data and Monte Carlo samples at L E P l and LEP2 energies. In each of the 

SW tag data samples, the numbers are corrected to account for the estim ated trigger
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Event
Sample

Tagging
Detector(s)

Number of 
Events

^cuts

Integrated
Luminosity

C (p b - i)

^cuts
(pb)

D ata ~  161 GeV) SW 459 ± 22 7.2 63.8 ± 3.0
HERWIG SW 4251 ± 65 104.1 40.8 ± 0.6
PYTHIA SW 5172 ± 72 143.9 35.9 ± 0.5

F2GEN Pointlike SW 2137 ± 46 50.3 42.5 i 0.9

D ata {^yjs ~  161 GeV) FD 184 ± 15 7.2 25.6 ± 2.1
HERWIG FD 2250 ± 47 104.1 21.6 ± 0.5
PYTHIA FD 2686 ± 52 143.9 18.7 ± 0.4

F2GEN Pointlike FD 1099 ± 33 50.3 21.8 ± 0.7

D ata {yJs -  171 GeV) SW 547 ± 23 10.0 54.7 ± 2.3
PYTHIA SW 4688 ± 68 138.4 33.9 ± 0.5

F2GEN Pointlike SW 2011 ± 45 48.1 41.8 ± 0.9

D ata {yJs ~  171 GeV) FD 219 ± 16 10.0 21.9 ± 1.6
PYTHIA FD 2333 ± 48 138.4 16.9 ± 0.3

F2GEN Pointlike FD 959 ± 31 48.1 19.9 ± 0.6

Table 5.3: The number of events, Ncutsj passing the final selection criteria, and the 

corresponding cross-sections, <Tcut«, for the LEP2 data and Monte Carlo samples. The 

numbers for the data  samples of events with SW tags are corrected to account for 

trigger efficiencies.The estim ated background is subtracted from each data sample.

efficiencies found in section 4.6. The estimated background is subtracted from the data 

samples. The cross-sections, Ccutsj calculated using the integrated luminosities, £ , 

for each sample:
^cuta / 1 1 \

^cuts -- (.̂ *1}

It can be clearly seen from Tables 5.2 and 5.3 th a t there are discrepancies in 

the cross-sections between data and Monte Carlo samples. The largest discrepancies 

occur at low and for LEP2 samples.

From comparisons with the L E Pl data samples, the predictions from the 

HERWIG generator agree within errors except for the SW tag sample where it is
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~  10% lower than  the data, the predictions from PYTHIA lie 6 — 8% lower than the 

data  for all samples, whilst the cross-sections for F2GEN are in reasonable agreement 

with the data for aU samples.

During the LEP2 running in 1996, OPAL received significantly higher off- 

momentum backgrounds than any of the other three LEP experiments. The size of 

this background was particularly large in LEP running at \ /s  161 GeV and may

account in part for the difference between the cross-sections for the SW tag data 

samples at y/s ~  161 GeV and y/s ~  171 GeV. This is also reflected in the size of 

the disagreements in cross-sections between the data and Monte Carlo samples. At 

y/s ^  161 GeV all of the predictions of the cross-sections from the Monte Carlo samples 

lie >  15% below the data. At y/s ~  171 GeV, the cross-sections for F2GEN and 

PYTHIA are at least 9% and 23% lower than the data respectively.

5.3 Sources o f D iscrepancies

Much of the differences in the cross-section at LEP2 is accounted for by the 

uniquely high backgrounds received by OPAL. However, this is not the only source of 

differences between data  measurements and Monte Carlo predictions. The OPAL L E Pl 

analysis at low [4] showed th a t the unfolded points for Q^) lie systematically

~  10% above the GRV (LO), GRV (HO) and SaS-lD parameterisations (see Fig. 1.4 

and 1.6). From Eqn. 1.17, it can be seen tha t this has an effect upon the cross-sections 

calculated in generating a sample of events.

It is im portant to note tha t this cannot be the only reason for the discrepancies 

between the measured cross-sections and those predicted using the Monte Carlo gen

erators. The HERWIG and F2GEN samples were all generated using the GRV (LO) 

param eterisation but disagree upon cross-sections at low Q^. In addition. Fig. 2.2 

shows tha t there is little difference between the parameterisations for GRV (LO) and 

SaS-lD of F ^ (z , Q^) at low but tha t PYTHIA consistently predicts a smaller cross- 

section than  F2GEN. Much of the discrepancy arises from the different models used 

in these generators to  simulate the hadronic final state and this is provides the major 

motivating factor for the studies described in the rest of this thesis.
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5.4 Tag and A n titag  D istributions

Fig. 5.1 to  Fig. 5.6 show the distributions from measured tag quantities^: the 

ratio of tag energy Etag over beam energy tag polar angle ^tag and the negative 

square of the probe photon momentum Q^. Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 show the distributions 

for the ratio of the energy F7& of the candidate second tag over the beam energy. The 

Monte Carlo distributions are shown normalised to the data luminosity. Dashed lines 

are used to highlight the values of selection cuts made in the plotted variable with 

arrows indicating the region where events pass the selection.

In all cases, the data  distributions are well reproduced by the Monte Carlo 

samples allowing for systematic discrepancies arising from differences in the cross- 

sections. This is im portant as these are measured quantities from the photon-lepton 

vertices and are modelled using QED. Any discrepancies between measured quantities 

from the hadronic final state arise from inaccuracies in the modelling of the production 

and distribution of hadrons from the photon-photon interaction.

In Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2, the distributions of Etag/Ey are peaked at about

0.9 E\y for the SW and FD tag samples. For the EE tag samples, the peak lies below the 

minimum Æ?tag cut. The differences between data and Monte Carlo distributions below 

the minimum jEtag/^b cut are caused by hadron production in TP decay (section 4.4.1) 

and beam  gas backgrounds (section 4.5). Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 show distributions which 

decrease with increasing ^tag- Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 show the corresponding for the 

event, calculated by substituting F?tag and ^tag into Eqn. 4.1. The decrease in the 

cross-section with ^tag and is understood in terms of the flux factor Ft (Eqn. 1.3) 

for photon emission by a beam electron which peaks a at low and z, where z is the 

fraction of the beam energy carried by the em itted photon.

Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 show the ratio of energies for the candidate

opposite tag (see section 4.3.1). The cut on the maximum value of Eg^lEh is imposed 

to remove any doubly-tagged events from the data sample and hence so th a t the probed 

photon can be considered quasi-real in the analysis. The distribution is highly peaked 

at low F?a as the candidate second tags are final state hadrons with energy much lower 

than the beam energy.

^The distributions for the data samples with tags found in the SW calorimeters have not been 
corrected for trigger efficiencies.
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Figure 5.1: The E'tag/^'b distributions of the LEPl data and Monte Carlo samples for 

tags found in the a) SW, b) FD and c) EE calorimeters. The data distributions (dots) 

are shown with background subtracted whilst the distributions for HERWIG (shaded), 

PYTHIA (hatched) and F2GEN (open) are plotted normalised to the same luminosity 

as the data. AU cuts have been applied except those made on the ratio E'tag/^b (see 

section 4.3) and these cuts are shown as dashed Hnes. The arrows indicate the region 

where the events pass the selection cut. The errors on the data points are statistical 

only.
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Figure 5.2: The F^tag/^b distributions of the LEP2 data and Monte Carlo samples for 

tags found in the a) & c) SW and b) Sz d) FD calorimeters. The data distributions 

(dots) are shown with background subtracted whilst the distributions for HERWIG 

(shaded), PYTHIA (hatched) and F2GEN (open) are plotted normalised to the same 

luminosity as the data. AU cuts have been appUed except those made on the ratio 

jFtag/^b (see section 4.3) and these cuts are shown as dashed Unes. The arrows indicate 

the region where the events pass the selection cut. The errors on the data points are 

statistical only.
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Figure 5.3: The t̂ag distributions of the LEPl data and Monte Carlo samples for tags 

found in the a) SW, b) FD and c) EE calorimeters. The data distributions (dots) 

are shown with background subtracted whilst the distributions for HERWIG (shaded), 

PYTHIA (hatched) and F2GEN (open) are plotted normalised to the same luminosity 

as the data. AU cuts have been appUed except those made on the ratio t̂ag (see 

section 4.3) and these cuts are shown as dashed Unes. The arrows indicate the region 

where the events pass the selection cut. The errors on the data points are statistical 

only.
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Figure 5.4: The t̂ag distributions of the LEP2 data and Monte Carlo samples for 

tags found in the a) Sz c) SW and b) & d) FD calorimeters. The data distributions 

(dots) are shown with background subtracted whilst the distributions for HERWIG 

(shaded), PYTHIA (hatched) and F2GEN (open) are plotted normalised to the same 

luminosity as the data. AU cuts have been appUed except those made on the ratio 

t̂ag (see section 4.3) and these cuts are shown as dashed Unes. The arrows indicate 

the region where the events pass the selection cut. The errors on the data points are 

statistical only.
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Figure 5.5: The distributions of the LEPl data and Monte Carlo samples for tags 

found in the a) SW, b) FD and c) EE calorimeters. The data distributions (dots) 

are shown with background subtracted whilst the distributions for HERWIG (shaded), 

PYTHIA (hatched) and F2GEN (open) are plotted normalised to the same luminosity 

as the data. AU cuts have been appUed (see section 4.3). The errors on the data points 

are statistical only.
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Figure 5.6: The distributions of the LEP2 data and Monte Carlo samples for tags 

found in the a) & c) SW and b) Sz d) FD calorimeters. The data distributions (dots) 

are shown with background subtracted whilst the distributions for HERWIG (shaded), 

PYTHIA (hatched) and F2GEN (open) are plotted normalised to the same luminosity 

as the data. All cuts have been applied. The errors on the data points are statistical 

only.
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Figure 5.7: The candidate second tag distributions of for the L E Pl data and

Monte Carlo samples with tags found in the a) SW, b) FD and c) EE calorimeters. The 

data distributions (dots) are shown with background subtracted whilst the distributions 

for HERWIG (shaded), PYTHIA (hatched) and F2GEN (open) are plotted normalised 

to the same luminosity as the data. All cuts have been applied except those made on 
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indicate the region where the events pass the selection cut. The errors on the data 

points are statistical only.
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Figure 5.8: The E\y distributions of the LEP2 data and Monte Carlo samples for 

tags found in the a) & c) SW and b) & d) FD calorimeters. The data distributions 
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(shaded), PYTHIA (hatched) and F2GEN (open) are plotted normalised to the same 
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Ea/F?b (see section 4.3) and these cuts are shown as dashed lines. The arrows indicate 

the region where the events pass the selection cut. The errors on the data points are 

statistical only.
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5.5 Transverse M om entum  D istributions

The transverse momentum variables, pt.bai and Pt,out> are defined in section 4.3.1 

and  represent components of the vector sum of the transverse momentum of the event 

in the  tag-beam  plane and out of the tag-beam  plane respectively. The distributions 

of pt.bai are shown in Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10 and the distributions of pt.out are shown in 

Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12. The Monte Carlo distributions are normalised to  the corre

sponding data  luminosity.

Taking into account the differences in the cross-sections, the Monte Carlo 

distributions for both pt.bai and pt.out agree well with the data distributions, of which 

the F2GEN samples show the best agreement. All of the transverse momentum plots 

show tha t both pt.bai and pt.out peak at zero and decrease with increasing transverse 

m om entum  component. This suggests tha t the models for the hadronic final state 

used in the various Monte Carlo generators balance the transverse momentum of the 

hadronic final states well and are consistent with the data.

5.6 C harged Track M ultip licity

The definition of a good quality charged track is described in sections 4.1.1 

and 4.2.2. The track multiplicity of an event is the number of good quality charged 

tracks found. Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14 show the track multiplicity, Ntracks, distributions. 

The Monte Carlo distributions are normalised to the corresponding data  luminosity.

The selection criteria of at least three good charged tracks is made to confine 

the analysis to where the Monte Carlo distributions of Ntracks, are in reasonable agree

ment with the data and to get rid of low multiplicity backgrounds such as leptonic 

tw o-photon events where either a pair or an e+e" pair is formed in the final

state. These low multiplicity events account for the discrepancies between the data 

and Monte Carlo distributions in the Ntracks =  2 bin.
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Figure 5.9: The distributions of transverse momentum balance in the tag-beam  plane, 

Pt.bah for the LEPl data and Monte Carlo samples for tags found in the a) SW, b) 

FD and c) EE calorimeters. The data distributions (dots) are shown with background 

subtracted whilst the distributions for HERWIG (shaded), PYTHIA (hatched) and 

F2GEN (open) are plotted normalised to the same luminosity as the data. AU cuts 

have been apphed except those made on pt.bai (see section 4.3) and these cuts are shown 

as dashed lines. The errors on the data points are statistical only.
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Figure 5.10: The distributions of transverse momentum balance in the tag-beam  plane, 

Pt.bai, for the LEP2 data and Monte Carlo samples for tags found in the a) & c) SW and 

b) &: d) FD calorimeters. The data distributions (dots) are shown with background 

subtracted whilst the distributions for HERWIG (shaded), PYTHIA (hatched) and 

F2GEN (open) are plotted normalised to the same luminosity as the data. AU cuts 

have been applied except those made on pt.bai (see section 4.3) and these cuts are shown 

as dashed lines. The errors on the data points are statistical only.
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Figure 5.11: The distributions of transverse momentum out of the tag-beam  plane, 

Pt.outi for the LE Pl data and Monte Carlo samples for tags found in the a) SW, b) 

FD and c) EE calorimeters. The data distributions (dots) are shown with background 

subtracted whilst the distributions for HERWIG (shaded), PYTHIA (hatched) and 

F2GEN (open) are plotted normalised to the same luminosity as the data. All cuts 

have been applied except those made on pt.out (see section 4.3) and these cuts are shown 

as dashed lines. The errors on the data points are statistical only.
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Figure 5.12: The distributions of transverse momentum out of the tag-beam  plane, 

Pt.out, for the LEP2 data and Monte Carlo samples for tags found in the a) Sz c) SW and 

b) &: d) FD calorimeters. The data distributions (dots) are shown with background 

subtracted whilst the distributions for HERWIG (shaded), PYTHIA (hatched) and 

F2GEN (open) are plotted normalised to the same luminosity as the data. AU cuts 

have been applied except those made on pt.out (see section 4.3) and these cuts are shown 

as dashed lines. The errors on the data points are statistical only.
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Figure 5.13: The charged track multiplicity, Ntracka-, for the LEPl data and Monte 

Carlo samples for tags found in the a) SW, b) FD and c) EE calorimeters. The data 

distributions (dots) are shown with background subtracted whilst the distributions for 

HERWIG (shaded), PYTHIA (hatched) and F2GEN (open) are plotted normalised to 

the same luminosity as the data. AU cuts have been applied except those made on 

^tracks (see section 4.3) and these cuts are shown as dashed Unes. The errors on the 

data points are statistical only.
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Figure 5.14: The charged track multiplicity, Ntracks  ̂ for the LEP2 data and Monte 

Carlo samples for tags found in the a) & c) SW and b) &: d) FD calorimeters. The 

data distributions (dots) are shown with background subtracted whilst the distributions 

for HERWIG (shaded), PYTHIA (hatched) and F2GEN (open) are plotted normalised 

to the same luminosity as the data. AU cuts have been apphed except those made on 

Ntracka (see section 4.3) and these cuts are shown as dashed Hnes. The errors on the 

data points are statistical only.
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5.7 Wvis and Xvis D istributions

The variables Wvis and ajvis are defined in section 4.3.1. The distributions of 

Wyis and Xyis (Fig.5.15 to Fig.5.18) are measurements approximating the true distri

butions for W  and x  needed to determine The Monte Carlo distributions are

normalised to  the data  luminosity.

The Monte Carlo distributions for Wyis are in reasonable agreement with the 

data  allowing for the disagreement in the cross-sections (see section 5.3). In the region 

below the low Wvis cut, the data lies well above the predictions of the Monte Carlo 

generators. This lies in the resonance region of phase space for hadron production and 

is not modelled for the samples from the three generators.

Given the discrepancies in the cross-sections, the data distributions are rea

sonably well produced by the Monte Carlo distributions in the mid-range a;vis- The 

main differences between data and Monte Carlo distributions occur for ajyis <  0.2 in 

all samples and for Zyis >  0.7 in the EE tag samples. This corresponds to the regions 

in X  where unfoldings of F^(x,Q ^) have produced large systematic errors [2, 3, 4, 5]. 

The different ways of modelling the hadronic final state clearly give rise to im portant 

differences in the predicted distributions from the three Monte Carlo generators. This 

can be seen between HERWIG and F2GEN samples which were generated with the 

GRV (LO) param eterisation for f^(a;, Q^). The F2GEN samples contain more events 

in the range z <  0.2 than  the HERWIG samples, whilst the converse is true for the 

high range x > 0.7.
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Figure 5.15: The distributions of the measured invariant mass of the hadronic final 

state Wvis for the LE Pl data and Monte Carlo samples for tags found in the a) SW, b) 

FD and c) EE calorimeters. The data distributions (dots) are shown with background 

subtracted whilst the distributions for HERWIG (shaded), PYTHIA (hatched) and 

F2GEN (open) are plotted normalised to the same luminosity as the data. AU cuts 

have been applied except those made on Wyis (see section 4.3) and these cuts are shown 

as dashed lines. The arrows indicate the region where the events pass the selection cut. 

The errors on the data points are statistical only.
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Figure 5.16: The distributions of the measured invariant mass of the hadronic final state 

Wyis for the LEP2 data and Monte Carlo samples for tags found in the a) & c) SW and 

b) &: d) FD calorimeters. The data distributions (dots) are shown with background 

subtracted whilst the distributions for HERWIG (shaded), PYTHIA (hatched) and 

F2GEN (open) are plotted normalised to the same luminosity as the data. All cuts 

have been applied except those made on IVvis (see section 4.3) and these cuts are shown 

as dashed lines. The arrows indicate the region where the events pass the selection cut. 

The errors on the data points are statistical only.
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as the data. All cuts have been applied. The errors on the data points are statistical 
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Figure 5.18: The distributions of ajyis for the LEP2 data and Monte Carlo samples for 

tags found in the a) & c) SW and b) & d) FD calorimeters. The data distributions 

(dots) are shown with background subtracted whilst the distributions for HERWIG 

(shaded), PYTHIA (hatched) and F2GEN (open) are plotted normalised to the same 

luminosity as the data. AU cuts have been apphed. The errors on the data points are 

statistical only.



Chapter 6

Energy flows and Jet Finding

M otivated by the discrepancies shown in previous OPAL studies [3, 4, 5, 15], 

Monte Carlo distributions of hadronic energy flow and energy transverse to the plane 

formed by the tag direction and the beam axis are compared with data distributions. 

Multiplicities of jets found in each sample using the cone algorithm are compared 

and used to form subsamples of events with 0 jets, 1 je t and 2 jets found. Further 

comparisons are made for the subsample hadronic energy flow and transverse energy 

distributions.

In chapter 5, distributions for the three Monte Carlo generators were com

pared with three data  samples at L E P l and four data samples at LEP2. In this chapter, 

the data samples are divided into seven regions of with flve samples at L E P l and 

two at LEP2. At L E P l, the same sample of events with tags found in the EE calorime

ters is used whilst each of the SW and FD tag samples is split into two equally-sized 

subsamples using a division in tag angle at ^tag =  40 milliradians and ^tag =  78 mil- 

Hradians respectively. At LEP2, the two data samples are formed by combining into 

one sample each of the data samples with tags found in the SW calorimeters at the 

two different y/s, and similarly by combining each of the two FD tag samples.
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6.1 T he H adronic F inal S ta te  D istributions

In [3], two distributions were found to be sensitive to  differences between the 

observed and modelled hadronic final states:

1 . the average hadronic energy flow per event as a function of pseudorapidity, where 

7/ =  — In tan  y  and ^ is the polar angle relative to the beam axis recalculated for 

all hadrons in the event such th a t the tagged electron is always at ?/ <  0 ;

2 . the transverse energy, .Ft,out, out of the tag-beam  plane where

particles

Et,out = Ç  F ,|s inA i|. (6.1)
i

and X i is the angle between the particle and the plane formed by the beam axis and 

the tag direction.

6 .1 . 1  Hadronic Energy Flow

Fig. 6.1 shows the average energy flow per event as a function of pseudora

pidity for each of the five L E P l data samples and the two LEP2 data  samples and 

compared with the samples from the F2GEN pointlike, HERWIG and PYTHIA gen

erators. For a sample of N events, the average energy flow per pseudorapidity bin dr] 

is 1 / N  d E I  dr] ̂ where E  is the sum of the energies of all the particles in th a t bin. The 

tagged electron was not included in the plots but was defined to be at negative 77. The 

errors on the data  points are the average energy per particle in a bin multiplied by the 

square root of the number of particles in tha t bin divided by the number of sample 

events.

As has already been reported [4, 3], none of the available models gives a good 

representation of the hadronic energy flow. In Fig. 6.1, the data  distributions lie below 

the F2GEN prediction and above the HERWIG and PYTHIA predictions for the en

ergy flow into the region of pseudorapidity 0 . 0  <  7/ <  1.8 except at (Q^) = 124 GeV^. 

These differences are particularly marked for (Q^) =  8.9 and 17.3 GeV^. Plots a)-d )
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Figure 6.1: The average hadronic energy flow per event in bins of pseudorapidity 

7} = — in tan ^ '/2 . The polar angle, 6 \  is recalculated for all hadrons relative to the 

beam axis, such that the tagged electron is always at r/ < 0. Plots a) to e) show the 

distributions for LEPl data samples and plots f) and g) show the distributions for 

the LEP2 data samples. The dots represent the data with the estimated background 

subtracted, whilst the histograms show the corresponding distributions for HERWIG 

(shaded), PYTHIA (hatched) and F2GEN (open) Monte Carlo samples. The errors 

shown are statistical only.
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show also th a t the predictions of HERWIG and PYTHIA for this region worsen with 

increasing (Q^) whilst the corresponding bins from the F2GEN generator approach the 

data.

The other m ajor trend shown in these distributions is in the forward region 

2.7 < Tf < 4.5 where both HERWIG and PYTHIA tend to overestimate the amount 

of energy flow whilst conversely F2GEN tends to underestim ate the hadronic energy 

flow. Plots a)-d ) of Fig. 6.1 show th a t the energy flow into these bins from the F2GEN 

samples approaches the data points with increasing (Q^). This is an im portant area of 

the distributions as only about 42% of the hadronic energy flow into this forward region 

is actually measured. This effect is largest at low x  (high W )  and thus contribute to 

the large systematic errors at low x in unfoldings of Q^).

6.1.2 Energy Transverse to the Tag-Plane, E't,out

Fig. 6.2 shows the number of events in each data sample as a function of 

the energy, F?t,out> out of the tag-beam  plane. The Monte Carlo distributions are 

normalised to the integrated luminosity of the corresponding data sample.

The disagreements between data and Monte Carlo distributions are clearest 

a t high values of F̂ t.out except for {Q^) = 124 GeV^ where the distributions are in 

agreement within statistical errors. These disagreements begin at F?t,out ~  5 GeV for 

(Q2) =  2.4 GeV2 increasing to Et,out -  8  GeV for {Q^) = 38.4 GeV^. The PYTHIA 

generator does not populate the high regions of Et,out with the effect worst at lowest 

{Q^) and improving inadequately with increasing Q^. In contrast, the F2GEN gen

erator overestimates the number of events at high Et,out especially in the lowest (Q^) 

sample, with the size of the disagreement decreasing with increasing to (Ç^) =  38.4 

and 124 GeV^ sample where the differences between the data and F2GEN distributions 

are small. The HERWIG generator provides the closest prediction to the measured dis

tributions although it underpopulates the high Et,out region for most (Q^) samples.
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Figure 6.2: The energy, Ft,out, out of the plane formed by the tagged electron and the 

beams. The estimated background has been subtracted from the data distributions 

(dots) whilst the Monte Carlo distributions for HERWIG (shaded), PYTHIA (hatched) 

and F2GEN (open) are shown normahsed to the data luminosity. The errors shown 

are statistical only.
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6.2 T he C one Jet F inding A lgorithm

The same cone je t finding algorithm [13] is used to analyse the hadronic 

final state of singly-tagged two-photon events as was used to  study the hadrons in 

untagged and singly-tagged two-photon events [15, 16, 94, 95]. A je t is defined as a 

set of particles contained in a cone with half-angle R  (see Fig. 6.3),

R  =  , / (A r ,y  +  (A<l>y, (6.2)

and where the cone axis is defined by the direction of the momentum sum of the 

constituent particles. Arj and A 0 are the differences in the pseudorapidity and the 

azim uthal angle between the cone axis and the particle direction. A particle is defined 

in this analysis to be an object whose four-m om enta is an output of the MT package 

described in section 4.2.4, with all final state particles, excluding the tagged electron, 

input to the algorithm.

The particle’s values of T/j, <j>i, and transverse energy, = F7i|sin^i|, 

relative to the e+e" beam -beam  axis are used to define an initial axis and transverse 

energy for making a je t candidate. The candidate is constructed by iterating over the 

particles contained inside a cone of size R  = 1 about the initial axis to form a new 

transverse energy and je t axis at each iteration:

’ÆVw — Vild +
E t: +  E !^ l

6  =  (6.3)
ii/Ti 

+ # 1

Two candidate jets are combined if their axes lie within a cone of size R  

of each other. Any particle assigned to more than  one je t is placed in the closest 

one in rj and ÿ, and its contribution to the 77̂ ®*, and transverse energy of the 

other jet(s) is removed. Jets are accepted by requiring a minimum transverse energy 

=  3.0 GeV and requiring the pseudorapidity of the je t to be within the central 

tracking detectors, <  2. These are the same cuts as are used in [15, 16, 95].
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Figure 6.3: A schematic diagram of a cone jet of hadrons formed in the interaction 

between two photons. The cone jet axis is parallel to direction of the momentum sum 

of the je t constituents. The size of the cone is defined by the half angle R
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6.3 Jet M ultip lic ities

Fig. 6.4 shows the fraction N i / N  of events in the to tal sample, N ,  with i = 

0 — 3 jets. The estim ated background has been subtracted from the data. Fig. 6.5 

shows explicitly how these fractions vary with (Q^) for the subsamples of events with

a) 0 jets, b) 1 je t and c) 2 jets found. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show the number of events 

in each data  and Monte Carlo sample at L E P l and LEP2 respectively, as well as the 

num ber of events with 0, 1 and 2 jets found for each sample. The Monte Carlo samples 

have been normalised to the same luminosity as the data  and the numbers of events 

with ^  3 je ts found for each sample are om itted from the tables as they comprise <  1% 

of any one sample.

Fig. 6.4 displays clearly the underestimation of number of events found with 

2 je ts , # 2 , by the HERWIG and PYTHIA generators as well as the overestimation of 

N 2 by the F2GEN generator. Fig. 6.5c) explicitly shows th a t these differences between 

Monte Carlo predictions and data  measurements are present over the fuU range of 

{Q^) samples, although the error bars on the (Q^) = 124 GeV^ are too large to  exclude 

agreement of the Monte Carlo samples with the data samples.

Tables 6 .1  and 6 . 2  show tha t HERWIG predicts 67 — 69% fewer 2  je t events 

than  are found in the data samples at {Q^) = 2.3, 4.2, 8.9 (L E P l) and 11.4 GeV^ 

(LEP2). This difference decreases to  31% in the highest samples at L E P l and 

LEP2. The corresponding predictions from the PYTHIA generator are even lower in 

the same four lower (Q^) samples. These predictions from PYTHIA improve relative 

to  both the data  and HERWIG samples with increasing (Q^). At the opposite extreme 

to  PYTHIA, the predictions from F2GEN show considerably more 2 je t events, A 2 , 

than  found in the data  or predicted in the other two Monte Carlo samples.

Fig. 6.4 and Table 6.1 also show th a t the number of 1 je t events, Ni  in the 

{Q^) = 2.3 and 4.2 GeV^ bins are underestim ated by >  36% in the HERWIG samples 

and > 28% in the PYTHIA samples, whilst overestimated by 75% and 21% respectively 

in the F2GEN samples.
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Sample AU Events 
N

0  je t 
No

1 je t
Ni

2  je t
N2

(Ç2) =  2.3 GeV2
D ata 2233 ± 49 1940 ± 45 242 ± 17 50 ± 8

H E R W IG 1847 ± 33 1683 ± 31 149 ± 9 15 ± 3
P Y T H IA 2 0 0 2 ± 29 1866 ± 28 136 ± 8 0.4 0.4
F 2 G E N 2128 ± 41 1452 ± 34 410 ± 18 266 ± 15

(Q2) =  4.2 GeV"
D ata 1984 ± 47 1471 ± 40 455 ± 23 55 ± 9

H E R W IG 1794 ± 32 1510 ± 31 268 ± 13 16 ± 3
P Y T H IA 1756 ± 27 1440 ± 25 313 ± 1 1 3 ± 1

F 2 G E N 1956 ± 40 1185 ± 31 534 ± 2 1 235 ± 14
(Ç") =  8.9 GeV"

D ata 1373 ± 39 580 ± 26 729 ± 28 63 ± 9
H E R W IG 1319 ± 26 659 ± 18 640 ± 18 2 0 ± 3
P Y T H IA 1300 ± 23 611 ± 16 682 ± 16 8 2

F 2 G E N 1368 ± 25 461 ± 15 729 18 176 ± 9
(Q") =  17.3 GeV"

D ata 1283 ± 39 2 0 2 ± 17 977 ± 33 99 ± 1 2

H E R W IG 1302 ± 26 218 ± 1 1 1039 23 44 ± 5
P Y T H IA 1193 ± 2 2 193 ± 9 964 ± 2 0 36 ± 4
F 2 G E N 1288 ± 24 195 ± 9 897 ± 2 0 196 ± 9

((?") =  124 GeV"
D ata 6 6 ± 9 - 53 ± 9 13 ± 4

H E R W IG 6 8 ± 2 - 59 ± 2 9 ± 1

P Y T H IA 61 ± 2 - 51 ± 2 1 0 ± 1

F 2G E N 70 3 - 53 ± 3 16 ± 2

Table 6.1: The numbers of events with 0 ,1  or 2 jets found for L E P l data and Monte 

Carlo samples. The numbers given for the Monte Carlo samples have been normalised 

to  the data  luminosity. The estim ated background has been subtracted from the data 

samples and the errors given are statistical.
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Sample All Events 
N

0  je t
No

I j e t
Ni

2  je t 
N 2

(Q") =  11.4 GeV^
D ata 1006 ± 32 367 ± 19 553 ± 24 80 ± 9

H E R W IG 744 ± 8 305 ± 5 415 ± 6 23 ± 1

P Y T H IA 598 ± 6 243 ± 4 348 ± 5 7 ± 1

F 2 G E N 725 ± 1 1 195 ± 6 419 ± 9 1 1 1 ± 4

(g2) =  38.4 GeV^
D ata 403 ± 2 0 38 6 308 ± 18 51 ± 7

H E R W IG 400 ± 6 50 ± 2 312 ± 5 35 ± 2

P Y T H IA 304 ± 4 40 ± 2 240 ± 4 24 ± 1

F 2 G E N 358 ± 8 2 1 ± 2 248 ± 7 8 8 ± 4

Table 6.2: The numbers of events with 0 ,1  or 2 jets found for LEP2 data and Monte 

Carlo samples. The numbers given for the Monte Carlo samples have been normalised 

to the data  luminosity. The estim ated background has been subtracted from the data 

sample and the errors given are statistical.

Clearly this demonstrates th a t, for all the Monte Carlo generators, the calcu

lation of the overall cross-sections for a sample cannot be corrected by merely factoring 

in a simple multiplicative factor, but th a t the modelling of the relevant subprocesses 

is imperfect, most particularly in the lower {Q^) samples. The underestim ation of N 2 

in the HERWIG and PYTHIA samples, in contrast to the overestimation of N 2 in the 

pointlike F2GEN samples, suggests th a t a hard scattering process is underestim ated 

in the HERWIG and PYTHIA generators, especially at low Q^.
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6.4 H adronîc E nergy and Jet Subsam ples

In this section, each data and Monte Carlo sample is split into subsamples 

comprised of events with the same number of found jets. Comparisons are made at each 

{Q^) between data and Monte Carlo distributions for the three subsamples of events 

with 0, 1 and 2 jets. No subsamples of events with 3 or more jets were compared due 

to  the low numbers of events with a je t multiplicity higher than  2 .

6.4.1 Energy Flows

Fig. 6 . 6  to  6.9 show the average hadronic energy flow for the subsamples of 

events at each In Fig. 6 .6 , 6.7 and 6.9, plots a) and d) show the average energy

flow for the subsamples with 0  jets, plots b) and e) for the subsamples with 1 je t and 

plots c) and f) show the corresponding distributions for the 2 je t subsamples. Fig. 6 .8 a) 

and b) show the average energy flow distributions for the subsamples with 1 and 2  jets 

respectively. The average energy flow is calculated by normalising each distribution to 

the number, iV,-, of events with i je ts in each subsample. This allows comparisons of the 

shapes of the energy flows directly by normalising out the effects due to the different 

numbers of events in each jet-classified subsample.

None of the Monte Carlo distributions reproduce the shapes of the data  distri

butions well. This is apparent in the 0.9 <  7/ < 1.8 bin for events with 1 je t, especially 

for the subsample at (Q^) =  8.9 GeV^. The PYTHIA generator underestim ates the 

energy flow into this bin for all subsamples except at {Q^) =  124 GeV^. The HERWIG 

distributions also show an underestim ation of flow into this bin for the subsamples at 

(Q 2) =  8.9, 11.4, 17.3 and 38.4 G eV \

The energy flow distributions for events with 2 jets are more highly peaked 

than  those for events with 0 or 1 jets. These peaks occur in the range in the region 

0 <  77 <  1.8 and are 2-3 times higher than those in the 0 je t and 1 je t distributions. 

This and the bad description of the region 0.9 <  77 < 1.8 for 1 je t events form the major 

contributing factors to the discrepancies shown in Fig. 6.1 in the region 0 < 77 <  1.8.
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Figure 6.6: The average hadronic energy flow per event in bins of pseudorapidity 

1] = — In tan  ^7 2 . The polar angle, 0\  is recalculated for all hadrons relative to the 

beam axis, such that the tagged electron is always at 7/ < 0. Plots a) and d) show the 

average energy flow for events with 0 je t, plots b) and e) for events with 1 je t, and 

plots c) and f) for events with 2 jets. The dots represent the data with the estimated 

background subtracted, whilst the histograms show the corresponding distributions 

for HERWIG (shaded), PYTHIA (hatched) and F2GEN (open) Monte Carlo samples. 

The errors shown are statistical only.
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Figure 6.7: The average hadronic energy flow per event in bins of pseudorapidity 

7] =  —In tan  ^7 2 . The polar angle, 0 \  is recalculated for all hadrons relative to the 

beam axis, such that the tagged electron is always at 7; < 0. Plots a) and d) show the 

average energy flow for events with 0 je t, plots b) and e) for events with 1 je t, and 

plots c) and f) for events with 2 jets. The dots represent the data with the estimated 

background subtracted, whilst the histograms show the corresponding distributions 

for HERWIG (shaded), PYTHIA (hatched) and F2GEN (open) Monte Carlo samples. 

The errors shown are statistical only.
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average energy flow for events with 0 je t, plots b) and e) for events with 1 je t, and 
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background subtracted, whilst the histograms show the corresponding distributions 

for HERWIG (shaded), PYTHIA (hatched) and F2GEN (open) Monte Carlo samples. 

The errors shown are statistical only.
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The poor description of the energy flow into the region 2.7 < 77 <  4.5 in 

Fig. 6.1 by the Monte Carlo samples is also shown in Fig. 6 .6 , 6.7 and 6.9. The flow into 

this region is overestimated for 0 je t and 1 je t subsamples by the PYTHIA generator 

and especially by the HERWIG generator at (Q^) =  2.3, 4.2, 8.9, 11.4 and 17.3 GeV^. 

In contrast, the energy flow into these rj bins is mostly underestim ated by the pointlike 

F 2 GEN generator for all 0, 1 and 2 je t subsamples, except at {Q^) = 124 GeV^.

6.4.2 Energy Transverse to  the T ag-B eam  Plane, Et,out

Fig. 6.10 to  6.13 show the distributions of Et,out for the subsamples at each 

{Q^). Each Monte Carlo distribution is normalised to the integrated luminosity of the 

data.

These diagrams show th a t the discrepancies observed at high Et,out in Fig. 6 . 2  

between the data  and Monte Carlo samples can be understood mainly in term s of the 

poor predictions of the number of 2 je t events by all of the Monte Carlo generators. 

There are also signiflcant discrepancies for the 1 je t events, especially between the data 

and PYTHIA distributions.

The effects of the overestimation of the 2 je t rate  by the F2GEN pointlike 

generator, and the corresponding underestim ation by the HERWIG and PYTHIA gen

erators, can be clearly seen in the plots c) and f) of Fig. 6.10 and 6.11 and in plot c) of 

Fig. 6.13. It is also noticeable tha t these distributions are shifted to higher Et,out than  

those of 0  and 1 je t events and tha t nearly all events with Et,out >  10 GeV are 2  je t 

events.

The cut-off in generation of high Et,out events by PYTHIA is apparent in 

the distributions for events 1 je t and for events with 2  jets, with the cut-off most 

noticeable at (Q^) = 2.3 GeV^. The PYTHIA distributions approach the HERWIG 

distributions with increasing (Q^) and the difference between them  negligible for {Q^) = 

38.4 and 124 GeV^. The HERWIG distributions for 0 je t and for 1 je t events show 

reasonable agreement with the data distributions for aU (Q^).
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Figure 6.10: The transverse energy out of the plane formed by the tagged electron 

and the beams, Et,out- For the data distributions (dots) are shown with the estimated 

background subtracted. Plots a) and d) show the numbers of events with 0 jets, plots b) 

and e) the numbers of events with 1 je t, and plots c) and f) the numbers of events with 

2 jets. The histograms show the distributions for the HERWIG (shaded), PYTHIA 

(hatched) and F2GEN (open) samples respectively and are normalised to the same 

luminosity as the data. The errors shown for the data distributions are statistical only.
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background subtracted. Plot a) shows the numbers of events with 1 jets and plot

b) the numbers of events with 2 jets. The histograms show the distributions for the 
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are normalised to the same luminosity as the data. The errors shown for the data 
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Figure 6.13: The transverse energy out of the plane formed by the tagged electron 

and the beams, F̂ t.out- For the data distributions (dots) are shown with the estimated 

background subtracted. Plots a) and d) show the numbers of events with 0 jets, plots b) 

and e) the numbers of events with 1 je t, and plots c) and f) the numbers of events with 

2 jets. The histograms show the distributions for the HERWIG (shaded), PYTHIA 

(hatched) and F2GEN (open) samples respectively and are normalised to the same 

luminosity as the data. The errors shown for the data distributions are statistical only.
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6.5 In terpretation  o f Jet M u ltip lic ity  Subsam ples

In  section 6.1, it is shown tha t the HERWIG and PYTHIA generators under

estimate:

1. the average energy flow into the region 0 <  7/ <  1.8

2 . the num ber of events in a sample with J t̂.out > 5  — 8  GeV

In section 6.3, the HERWIG and PYTHIA generators also underestim ate the 2 je t rate. 

In contrast, the F2GEN pointlike generator overestimates all of these quantities.

The deflnition of subsamples of events by je t multiplicity shows th a t the poor 

descriptions of the average energy flow (Fig. 6.1) and F7t,out (Fig. 6.2) distributions are 

sensitive to  the numbers of events with 2  je ts in the to tal sample.

It is im portant tha t the underestimation of 2 je t rates, energy flow and trans

verse energy, Et,out, by the PYTHIA generator is significantly worse than th a t of the 

HERWIG generator, and th a t these differences are largest at low Q^. For instance, 

the num ber of 2 je t events predicted by the PYTHIA generator is just under 40 times 

lower than  th a t of the HERWIG generator in the {Q^) =  2.3 GeV^ samples but the 

corresponding 2 je t rates are comparable for the (Q^) =  124 GeV^ PYTHIA and HER

W IG samples. These differences may be due to differences between the generators 

in the modelling of the parton evolutions. As discussed in section 2.7.2, the parton 

shower models used in HERWIG and PYTHIA generators best describe soft emissions 

in the parton evolution. These models do not extend into all regions of emission phase 

space, particularly the region where harder emissions of partons occur. However, the 

HERW IG generator uses first order oi, m atrix elements to model these harder par

ton emissions whereas the PYTHIA generator does not a ttem pt to model this region. 

The differences between the HERWIG and PYTHIA generators shown in this chapter 

suggest th a t the region of hard parton emission is im portant, particularly in low 

events.

The results for the F2GEN generator with the pointlike scattering model also 

suggest th a t the HERWIG and PYTHIA generators do not incorporate hard scattering
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processes correctly when generating samples of events. It is therefore useful to try  

to  understand further the effects of hard parton emission in a sample of events. In 

the following chapter, one of the possible hard subprocesses, photon-gluon fusion, is 

investigated using the F2GEN generator.



Chapter 7

F2GEN And Photon—Gluon Fusion

7.1 F 2G E N  M onte Carlo A lgorithm

The generator F2GEN is used to generate singly-tagged, two-photon events 

and was developed from the TWOGEN program [10] as a tool for use in OPAL mea

surements of the hadronic photon structure function, [47]. The assumption

made in the method of generation is tha t the cross-section can be factorised into two 

parts:

<r(e+e- ^  e+ e 'X ) =  £ „ (e + e -  - 4  6 +6 - 71*72*)«r(7 *7 * ^  X) (7.1)

where £.y.y(e+e~ —> e'*’e“ 7 j‘7 j )  is the (7 *7 *) luminosity function [96] and <7 (7 ^ 7 2  X) 

is the cross-section for hadronic production from two photons. Fig. 7.1 shows a flow 

diagram of the stages of event generation in F 2 GEN and which are described below. 

Fig. 7.2 shows definitions of the kinematic variables used to describe the generation.

7.1.1 Generating the Two Photons

Stage Q  in Fig. 7.1 is the generation of the four-m om enta (% =  (%, w^), 

i — 1 , 2 ) of the two photons, and these four-momenta are used to  calculate the four 

m om enta (p  ̂ =  (p^, F^)) of the two scattered beam particles.
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Reject

Event

Generate the kinematics of two photons using the 
yy luminosity function and calculate the four- 

momenta of the scattered beam particles.

Select events according to the total cross-section 
o(y*y— for hadron production from two photons 

which is calculated using the chosen fJ .

Keep Event

Generate a quark-antiquark pair in the two photon 
centre-of-mass frame and fragment using JETSET.

Reject

Event

Accept or reject event according to user defined 
cuts on the energies and polar angles of the 

the scattered beam particles.

Keep Event

Yes Generate more events ?

No

Calculate the average cross-section of hadron 
production via two photons from e^e' beams 
for the events generated with the chosen F \ .

Figure 7.1: Flow chart of the sequence of generation for hadronic two-photon events 

in F 2 GEN.
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The expression for the differential cross-section do^e+e" —> e‘*'e“ X) involves 

the cross-sections (TtTj &nd «tll corresponding to all the possible combinations

of transverse (T) and longitudinal (L) photon polarisation, with only (Ttt non-zero for 

real photons. In F2GEN, it is assumed tha t the two photons generated are quasi-real 

so th a t <7tl, ctlt and o-ll are negligible and hence th a t is approximated to  by the 

transverse photon luminosity function . The differential form of the luminosity 

function sampled is:

^  sin 9i sin Oj / ÿ  ++ ++ 2 1

dwidw2d^id^2d ^  Sir^E^ qlql  ̂ ^

where E * , w *  are the energies and 6i polar angles defined in Fig. 7.2; are the

density m atrix elements:

,r - p.3)

^ =  g  (7'5)

X  = k ' ^ - q l q l  (7.6)

and is the invariant mass of the two photons. The photon generated with the

largest value of =  —qf (i =  1 , 2 ) is called the probe photon, whilst the other photon 

(with <C =  1 , 2  i) is called the target photon.

7.1.2 Sampling the C ross-Section for 7 7  hadrons

In stage Qj, events are sampled according to the cross-section for production 

of hadrons (X ) from two photons, <7 (7 * 7  —̂ q q —̂ X) .  In F2GEN, the structure 

function F ^(z , is used to estim ate <7 (7 * 7  X ) (Eqn. 2.38). The generated

kinematical variables of the tw o-photon system and are used to calculate

Bjorken x:

0 '  -  0 ' ______ (7 7 )
^  -  2(q,.q,) -  + P^-
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Figure 7.2: Definition of kinematical variables used in F2GEN.
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7.1.3 Generating the Hadronic Final State in F 2 GEN

In stage Q ,  a quark-antiquark pair is generated in the tw o-photon centre-of- 

mass system, with angular distribution chosen using either “pointlike” or “peripheral” 

models or a combination of the two (such as the “perimiss” model), and are then 

fragmented to hadrons using the JETSET string fragmentation algorithm. The index 

“*” is used to  label kinematic variables in the tw o-photon centre-of-m ass frame.

The Pointlike Angular D istribution

The “pointlike” model generates the quark-antiquark final state in the 7 * 7  

centre-of-m ass using the same angular distribution as for generation of a lepton- 

antdepton pair [96]:

2/3-’ s m 2 r - / 3 * 's m ^ r  +  l - / 3 - ‘ 
dfi* (l-/3**cos=>e*)2

where

(7-9)
77

and is the angle of the lepton relative to the two-photon axis and mi  is the lepton 

mass. To form the corresponding distribution for a quark-antiquark pair, the lepton 

mass is replaced by the quark mass, the distribution is pre-multiplied by the fourth

power of the fractional electric charge of the quark, e^, and a sum is performed over 

the allowed quark flavours (only the four quark flavours u, d, s and c are considered):

dfi* H V tY  { l - l 3 f c o s H - y   ̂ ' ’

K  = \ 77

This distribution is purely QED based with no QCD terms arising either from hard 

final state  QCD radiation or from a hadron-like component of the photon.

An implicit assumption of Eqn. 7.8 is th a t both photons are real. The angu

lar distribution of a massless quark-antiquark pair in the tw o-photon centre-of-m ass
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where one photon is real (P^ =  0 ) and the other photon is virtual {Q^ > 0 ) can be 

obtained from Eqn. 4.35 and Eqn. 10.38 of [97]:

(£<7(7*7 qq) ^  3ejâ
=  E (1 + cos^r) (7.12)

( w : ,y  +  y  +  2 Q^M{^.),

Like Eqn. 7.10, Eqn. 7.12 is purely QED based and contains no QCD terms.

The distributions of cos#* are shown in Fig. 7.3 for events where the #* is 

generated using Eqn. 7.10 and using Eqn. 7.12. The effect of the photon virtuality 

is clearly im portant in the tw o-photon centre-of-m ass frame where the distributions 

for 7 7  —> qq are more strongly peaked towards cos #* ~  1 than those for 7 * 7  —» qq. 

However, the effect of this difference is small due to smearing effects in the boost back 

to the e+e" centre-of-m ass frame and the hadronisation of the quark and antiquark.

The Peripheral Angular Distribution

Clearly it is unphysical to model the angular distribution of every generated 

quark-antiquark pair in the two-photon centre-of-mass without any allowance for 

effects from processes involving QCD terms (low x  behaviour) or the hadron-like com

ponent (VMD) of the photon. These processes give rise to smaller transverse momenta, 

Pt, for the quark-antiquark pair than are obtained using a pointlike model.

The “peripheral” model is used to generate a limited pt for the quark-antiquark 

pair by sampling a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and half-w idth of 0.3 GeV. 

This scale was chosen to represent the average transverse momentum of a quark in a 

meson. This model therefore represents an attem pt to model the target photon as a 

meson and is the opposite extreme from the pointlike model.
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Figure 7.3: Distributions of cos 6* for the quark in the 7 7  centre-of-mass system. The 

polar angle is generated using Eqn. 7.10 (shaded and hatched histograms) or using 

Eqn. 7.12 (solid and dotted lines). This angle is measured between the 7 7  axis and 

the direction of the quark momentum. The histograms are aU normalised to the same 

area.
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The Perim iss Angular D istribution

The “perimiss” model of the angular distribution is a m ixture of the pointlike 

and peripheral models such th a t the peripheral model is used to  describe the low x 

and VMD behaviour of the final state whilst the pointlike model is used to describe aU 

other cases.

A small value Xq is set as the point in x  below which only the peripheral model 

is used to determine B*. For an event generated with x  >  a random number, 7^, 

is generated and compared with the ratio Q^)/F^vMD(^) 0 ^) to decide which of

the peripheral or the pointlike models is used:

• EITH ER

'R, >  tk^n the pointlike model is chosen;

• O R

R  ^  then the peripheral model is chosen.

F2 is the chosen parameterisation being used in F2GEN to generate the event and 

F^vmd is the T P C / 2 7  fit given in Eqn. 2.12.

Samples of events have been generated using this model in previous OPAL 

analyses [2, 3]. The distributions of hadronic final state variables such as energy flow 

and transverse energy, Et,out» were found to be similar to those of HERWIG.

7.1.4 Selection o f the Final Sample o f Events

Stage Q  in the generation of a sample of events involves the selection of 

events generated according to user defined cuts upon the energies and polar angles of 

the scattered beam particles. A check is made (stage Q )  after every event passing 

these selection criteria comparing the number of events in the selected sample with the 

desired num ber of events. The average cross-section for the generated sample is then 

calculated (stage Q )  from the integrated luminosity factor (section 7.1.1) and the 

cross-section (7 (7 * 7  %) (section 7.1.2).
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7.2 C om parison o f  V E R M A SE R E N  and F 2G E N

In order to check tha t the homegrown F2GEN generator can be trusted  in 

calculating a well-defined process (pointlike QPM ), it was compared with the exact LO 

Q ED /Q PM  model in the VERMASEREN generator. Ng^n events were generated for 

UÜ pair final states using both F2GEN and VERMASEREN generators and satisfying 

the following loose cuts:

•  F/tag ^  2 0  GeV

• Wvis >  2 GeV

• >  1 .0  GeV"

• 20 <  ̂ tag ^  650 miUiradians

The numbers of events, Ncutat were found for each sample satisfying the tighter cuts:

• ^tag ^  0 . 6  Eb

•  Wvis > 2.5 GeV

• <  50 miUiradians

together with a cut on the tag angle, ^tag, of

•  25 <  ̂ tag <  55 miUiradians for Ncuts — N sw

•  60 <  ̂ tag <  120 miUiradians for Ncuta = N fd

•  200 <  ^tag <  500 miUiradians for Ncuts = N ee

AU the samples (see Table 7.1) agree weU within errors except for those events 

with 25 <  ^tag ^  55 miUiradians (N sw )  at =  45.6 GeV. The cross-section for the 

F2GEN sample in this region Ues 2.8 ±  1.0% lower than the corresponding cross- 

section for the VERMASEREN sample. The F2GEN samples generated with > 

45.6 GeV have cross-sections systematicaUy 1 to 3 % higher than  the corresponding 

VERMASEREN samples. For the purposes of this thesis, the agreement between the 

generators is tolerable.
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Generator ^b(GeV) Â gen ^gen Â eut# ^ c u ts

N sw 44980 82.6 ±  0.4
F2GEN 115938 213.09 NpD 14930 27.4 ±  0.2

45.6 N e e 1138 2 .1  ± 0 .1

N sw 36700 85.0 ±  0.4
VERMASEREN 779343 1805.24 N e d 11907 27.6 ±  0.3

N e e 938 2 . 2  ± 0 .1

F2GEN 172406 286.12 N sw 41377 68.7 ±  0.3

80.5 N e d 9048 15.0 ±  0.2

VERMASEREN 1429786 2446.69 N sw 39609 67.8 ±  0.3
N e d 8568 14.7 ±  0.2

F2GEN 185566 294.27 N sw 41336 65.6 ±  0.3

85.5 N e d 8775 13.9 ± 0 .1

VERMASEREN 1546710 2519.89 N sw 39743 64.7 ±  0.3
N e d 8267 13.5 ±  0.2

Table 7.1: Comparisons of cross-sections for F2GEN and VERMASEREN generators. 

The errors quoted on (Tcuta are the fraction {Ncuta)~^^^ of (Tcuts-

7.3 P h oton —G luon Fusion in F 2G E N

One of the limitations of the algorithm described in section 7.1 is th a t it does 

not model interactions between the probe photon and a gluon in the target photon. 

I have added a new package to the F2GEN program to investigate events generated 

using a simple model of this subprocess.

The simulation of photon-gluon fusion events in F2GEN involves the simu

lation of four subprocesses which are shown schematically in Fig. 7.4. The algorithm 

used is the same as tha t shown in Fig. 7.1 with the addition of the generation of the 

gluon and photon remnant (Fig 7.4b) between stages Q  and Q . The generation of 

two photons, Fig. 7.4a), is the only stage in the algorithm tha t is unchanged from 

the original algorithm. AU the other stages required some adaptation to aUow for the 

additional subprocess.
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Figure 7.4: The four main subprocesses simulated in the F2GEN generator to model 

photon-gluon fusion events.
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7.3.1 Sampling the C ross-Section for Photon—Gluon Fusion 

Events

The sampling of the cross-section for photon-gluon events is performed by 

an adaptation of stage Q . Eqn. 2.38 relates the cross-section —> qq) to the

structure function Q^). In the original algorithm, only the subprocess 7 * 7  qq

is used in the calculation of Q^). As part of the generation of photon-gluon

fusion events, the cross-section is calculated using en 2.38 for subprocesses 7 * 7  — qq 

and 'y*g qq and where the input is

F ^(x ,Q ^) = (7.13)

F2 {x,Q^)\-f*g^qq is given by [97]:

X

where g{y, Q^) is the gluon density in the target photon and

is the probability tha t a gluon annihilates into a qq pair such th a t the quark has a 

fraction ^ of the gluon momentum. The variable y denotes the fraction of the target 

photon momentum tha t the gluon carries parallel to the direction of the target photon 

momentum in the 7 * 7  centre-of-m ass frame.

7.3.2 Generating a Gluon and Photon Remnant from the Tar

get Photon

The four-m om entum  of the gluon is constructed by choosing a fraction y 

for the three-m om entum  component of the gluon in a direction parallel to the target 

photon momentum in the 7 * 7  centre-of-mass frame, and by generation of a transverse 

momentum, kt^ for the gluon relative to the target photon momentum. The th ree- 

momenta of the target and probe photons in this frame are taken to lie parallel to the 

z-axis.
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The H ISR A N  algorithm [98] is used to  generate a random value for y  from a 

histogram of the  Q^)Pqg{^^ distribution for the x  and of the event. Fig. 7.5a)

shows P q g[^  as a function of y for different values of x. Fig. 7.5b)-d) shows plots 

of ^G {y^Q ‘̂ )P qg(^  from the GRV leading order parameterisation with x  =  0.001, 

X =  0.1, X = 0.5 for values of 5 GeV^ and 45 GeV^, and with fp  =  0.25 GeV^.

The selection of the transverse momentum kt for the gluon is performed using 

the R N O R M L  algorithm to generate random numbers in a Gaussian distribution 

about 0. The direction of the kt is set by sampling a uniform distribution of random 

numbers in the range [0,27rj. Maximum and minimum values for kt are left as free 

param eters to  be set by the user.

The three-m om enta of the photon rem nant is constructed by assuming tha t 

it carries a fraction ( 1  — y) of the target photon three-m om entum  parallel to  the z -  

axis whilst the momenta of the gluon and the remnant are balanced in the transverse 

plane. The energies of the gluon and remnant are then calculated assuming th a t they 

are massless.

G enerating a qq Pair in the 7 *̂  C entre-of-M ass Frame

The generation of the qq pair is performed in the same way as described 

for 7 7 * qq generation in section 7.1.3 except the target photon is replaced by the 

gluon. The angle of the quark, d \  relative to the 7 *^ axis (see Fig. 7.4c) is obtained 

by sampling the angular distribution:

d<T{rg -> qq) y .  i6̂
dü ' + /

(1 +  CO S 0 )  —

where primed quantities are in the g^* centre-of-mass frame. The polar angle, <j)\ in 

the j*g  frame is chosen using random numbers in a uniform distribution over the full 

27t range. From 6 \  (j) and R(y*g, the four-m om entum  of the qq pair are calculated 

assuming massless quarks.
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Hadronisation o f the qq Pair and the Photon Rem nant

The four-m om enta of the qq pair are boosted back into the 7 7 * centre-of- 

mass frame, and the invariant mass, Wqq^^^, of the quark, antiquark and photon 

rem nant system is calculated. The model for the generation of the gluon transverse 

momentum kt means th a t energy is not conserved and hence Wqq^^^ >  . To pre

vent this, the four-m om enta of each of the quark, antiquark and rem nant are rescaled 

using the ratio 1 ^

Finally, hadronisation of these three objects is performed using the JETSET 

string model. Since the gluon from the target photon is a coloured object, the photon 

rem nant must also be coloured and is treated as a gluon.

7.4 P h oton —G luon Fusion E vents

To compare with each of the data samples except the sample with {Q^) =  

124 GeV^, two additional pairs of samples of singly-tagged tw o-photon events were 

generated at each {Q^) region using F2GEN with the photon-gluon fusion subprocess 

model described in section 7.3. One of each of these pairs of samples was generated 

with a minimum gluon transverse momentum, kt^ in the two-photon centre-of-m ass 

frame of 10 MeV. For the other samples in each pair, this minimum kt was set at 

500 MeV to estim ate the effects high and low k ts  would give in the final state. The 

GRV (LG) parameterisations of and G{y^ Q^) were used for this generation.

7.4.1 Jet M ultiplicity

Fig. 7.6 shows the fraction, N i/N  of events in the to tal sample, iNT, with

2 =  0 — 3 jets for the F2GEN samples compared with the data. It can be seen tha t

there is little difference between the pairs of photon-gluon fusion samples for all {Q^).

The plots show th a t the photon-gluon fusion provides a simple model for

generating relatively high numbers of events with 2  jets compared to the to tal sample,

N .  In the high the ratio N 2IN  is higher for the photon-gluon fusion samples

than  even the original F2GEN pointlike samples. High numbers of events with 1 je t are 

found at {Q^) =  2.3 GeV^ where the HERWIG and PYTHIA distributions (Fig. 6.1 

6.2 and 6.4) show deficiencies compared with the data.
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7.4.2 Energy Flows

Fig. 7.7 shows the average hadronic energy flow per event using the same 

definitions as in Fig. 6.1. The photon-gluon fusion distributions do not agree with 

those of the data  as expected. It is noticeable tha t these distributions show more 

energy flow into the region 0  <  77 <  1 .8  than for the data samples, and even more than 

the F2GEN pointlike samples for the three highest (Q^) regions. Additionally, for the 

three lowest (Q^) samples, the energy flow into the forward region 2.7 < 77 <  4.7 is 

lower or the same as the data, whereas for the three higher {Q^) samples is more than 

seen in the data.

7.4.3 Energy Transverse to the Tag-B eam  Plane, t̂,out

Fig. 7.8 shows the distributions of Et,out for each of the full samples of N  

events. They show tha t the photon-gluon fusion samples populate the high Et,out 

regions of phase space, again where HERWIG and particularly PYTHIA samples are 

too low. The distributions even show tha t in the highest (Q^) region, the photon-gluon 

fusion samples appear to be in slight excess of the F2GEN pointlike distributions in 

the high Et,out region.

7.5 C om bination  o f  H ER W IG  and P h oton —G luon  

Fusion R esu lts

In the previous two sections, samples of two-photon events generated using 

the F2GEN program with the photon-gluon fusion process are compared directly to 

the data  and F2GEN pointlike samples. The results show tha t this process, or others 

similar to  it, could provide a mechanism for generating more events in the regions of 

phase space where the HERWIG and PYTHIA Monte Carlo samples show deficits. 

However, this process should be one of many subprocesses included in the Monte Carlo 

program . It is not easy to calculate the correct contribution th a t a hard subprocess 

such as photon-gluon fusion should make to  the generated cross-section. Instead, a 

much simpler approach is adopted here to estim ate this. In each of the HERWIG 

samples, 25% of events are removed from the sample and replaced with the equivalent 

num ber of events from the samples of photon-gluon fusion events. This choice was
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made to  obtain the best fit to the data je t rates in Fig. 7.9. Since there is little 

difference between the results from the two types of photon-gluon fusion events, only 

the combined sample of 75% HERWIG and 25% photon-gluon fusion [kt > 0.01 GeV) 

are shown here.

Fig. 7.9 shows the fraction N ijN  of events with 2 =  0 — 3 jets for the data 

samples compared with F2GEN pointlike, HERWIG and HERW IG+F2GEN photon- 

gluon fusion samples. This shows tha t the combined sample of events gives a much 

better description of the 2  je t rate than  the HERWIG sample alone, and similarly for 

the 1 je t rate at (Q^) =  2.3 and 4.2 GeV^.

Fig. 7.10 shows the average energy flow per event for the samples in Fig 7.9. 

The central region, 0 <  7/ <  1.8, is better described by the combined sample than 

by the HERWIG sample, although the combined sample still underestim ates the flow 

into this region for the =  8.9 and 17.3 GeV^ samples. In the forward region 

2.7 < rj < 4.5, there is little difference between the purely HERWIG samples and the 

HERW IG+photon-gluon fusion samples, all of which overestimate the energy into this 

region except at (Q^) =  38.4 GeV^.

Fig. 7.11 shows the distributions of Et,out for these samples with the samples 

normalised to the integrated luminosity of the data. For the combined sample, the 

estim ated luminosity of the pure HERWIG samples was used to normalise the distri

butions to the data  luminosity. The combined samples show good agreement with the 

data distributions for aU (Q^) and match the data distribution better than  the pure 

HERWIG samples, both in the high F̂ t.out regions where HERWIG and PYTHIA fall 

short of the data  as well as the very low -Et,out bins where they consistently overshoot 

the data.
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Chapter 8

Discussion and Conclusions

8.1 In terpretation

The simple model used in the F2GEN program to generate photon-gluon 

fusion events is successful in generating relatively high numbers of events with 2  jets 

and high Et,out, and generating more hadronic energy flow into the region 0  <  77 < 

1 .8 . These correspond to  the areas underestim ated by the HERWIG and PYTHIA 

generators compared to the data samples (see sections 6.1 and 6.3).

Good agreement with the data is achieved for the je t multiplicity and Et,out 

distributions (Fig. 7.9 and 7.11) of the hybrid “HERW IG+F2GEN photon-gluon fu

sion” samples created by replacing 25% of HERWIG randomly-selected events with 

the same number of randomly-selected events from the photon-gluon fusion samples. 

The corresponding energy flow distributions (Fig. 7.10) show th a t the hybrid samples 

describe the data  better than  the pure HERWIG samples but still underestim ate the 

energy flow into the region 0 < 77 <  1.8 for (Q^) =  8.9 and 17.3 GeV^.

These results provide further evidence to the conclusion th a t the HERWIG 

and PYTHIA Monte Carlo generators underestim ate hard scattering processes. In 

chapter 6 , it is suggested th a t the main source of the disagreements between the 

PYTHIA and HERWIG distributions for je t multiplicities is in the modelling of par- 

ton evolution. The parton showering models do not cover the fuU region of emission
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phase space described by the full m atrix element predictions. This unsampled region 

corresponds to the emission of hard partons and where the parton shower m ethod is 

not guaranteed to  give a good description of the parton evolution. In the HERWIG 

program, this region is sampled using first order a ,  m atrix elements and accounts for 

~  1 0 % of events with variations in Q^.

The results of the photon-gluon fusion process samples, in conjunction with 

those from Chapter 6 , suggest th a t these m atrix elements need to  be included within 

the event generation of the PYTHIA program, and also tha t m atrix  elements may be 

needed to describe a larger area of the emission phase space. A free param eter may 

become available in future versions of the HERWIG generator [99] to  be able to  vary the 

relative coverage of the emission phase space by m atrix element and parton showering 

methods. Another possible addition to future versions of the HERWIG generator is 

the abihty to generate events where partons in the evolution may be allowed to have 

greater virtuality than  the probe photon. These changes would provide an interesting 

line of future investigation, especially at low and would require a re-exam ination 

of the L E P l data samples.

The investigation performed by Lauber, Lonnbald and Seymour [16] showed 

th a t it is possible to “tune” the HERWIG and PYTHIA generators to  give better 

results. They found tha t the 2 je t rate, energy flow and transverse energy, ^t.out» dis

tributions are sensitive to  the intrinsic transverse momentum, kx, of the target photon 

in non-perturbative (hadronic) events. The distinction between hadronic events and 

perturbative (anomalous) events is made differently for both HERWIG and PYTHIA 

generators. In HERWIG, the classification is made dynamically at the term ination of 

the backward evolution to the target photon. In PYTHIA, the classification is made in 

the chosen parton density function. By choosing a power-like transverse momentum 

distribution of the form d k ^ l(k ^  -|- k^), they obtained better agreement with the data 

for HERWIG and PYTHIA hadronic final state distributions, although the 2  je t rate 

for the “tuned” PYTHIA generator was still not high enough.

In the HERWIG generator, if the backward evolution is chosen to term inate 

in a gluon, the program is forced to perform an extra parton evolution back to the 

target photon, with the em itted partons given transverse mom enta in a similar way to 

the generation of the intrinsic transverse momentum of the target photon in hadronic
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events. It would be interesting to see what the effects would be for the events using 

the same type of ad hoc change used in [16].

8 . 2  Sum m ary o f  C onclusions

In this thesis, comparisons are made over the range =  1 — 200 GeV^ 

between data  samples of singly-tagged two-photon events and predictions from the 

QCD-based Monte Carlo generators, HERWIG and PYTHIA, as weU as from the 

single-purpose generator, F2GEN. The focus has been to highlight the inaccuracies of 

the modelling of the hadronic final state by HERWIG and PYTHIA, and to propose 

changes and refinements to this modelling. The nature of the discrepancies provide 

evidence th a t the HERWIG and PYTHIA generators underestim ate the contribution 

of hard processes to a generated sample. These deficiencies will need to be corrected 

if the generators are to be used to give unfolded photon structure functions in which 

the systematic errors do not dominate the statistical errors

The largest discrepancies between the data and the unmodified Monte Carlo 

samples are found in comparisons of the distributions of:

•  the cone je t multiplicities (Chapter 6 , my own work),

•  the average hadronic energy flow per event (Chapter 6 , extension of the published 

OPAL analyses [4, 3, 5, 15]),

• the transverse energy, JFt,out, out of the tag-beam  plane (C hapter 6 , extension of 

the published OPAL analyses).

A new model for the photon-gluon fusion subprocess was added to the F2GEN 

generator and samples of events generated using this model were compared with the 

data, HERWIG and original F2GEN samples. This simple model provides a mecha

nism of generating relatively large numbers of events compared to the data samples 

in the same regions of distributions underestim ated by the HERWIG and PYTHIA 

generators. A naive replacement of 25% of HERWIG events with the same number 

of F2GEN photon-gluon fusion events gives a much improved description of the data
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distributions than  do the HERWIG samples alone. This reinforces the conclusion tha t 

hard processes are underestim ated by HERWIG and PYTHIA.

These results show very specifically th a t hard subprocesses must be treated 

properly by a good Monte Carlo model of singly-tagged deep inelastic 6 7  scattering 

events. Several suggestions for ways of improving the current models in the HERWIG 

and PYTHIA generators are given in section 8.1. W ith improvemed modelling of the 

hadronic final state  in HERWIG and PYTHIA, further analyses of the low-z and high- 

X  region of the photon structure function, Q^), should show smaller systematic

errors and with it, our knowledge and understanding of the photon will increase.
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